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P R EFAC E 
The concept of a nuclear rocket system based on the use of a tungsten water-moderated reactor 
(TWMR) was originated at  the Lewis Research Center. The TWMR is a thermal reactor that uses 
water as the moderator, uranium dioxide as the fuel, and tungsten enriched in tungsten 184 as the 
fuel element structural material. A s  is com- 
mon to all nuclear rocket systems, hydrogen n 
Water 
Heat 
exchanger 
CS-39273 
is used as the propellant to maximize specific 
impulse. The reactor (see illustration) con- 
sists of a tank containing a number of pressure 
tubes that are  attached to tube sheets at the 
inlet and outlet ends of the reactor. The pres- 
sure tubes contain the fuel elements. The 
space inside the tank bebeen the tubes is filled 
with water, which serves both as the neutron 
moderator and as a coolant for the structure. 
Heat is generated in the water by neutrons and 
gamma rays and is also transferred to the 
water by heat leakage from the hot fuel ele- 
ments, each of which is located in a pressure 
tube. The removal of heat is provided by 
pumping the water through the core and a heat 
exchanger in a closed loop. The water is re- 
generatively cooled in the heat exchanger by 
the hydrogen propellant, which flows from a 
supply tank through the nozzle and heat exchanger into the core. A s  the hydrogen flows through the 
core pressure tubes and through the fuel elements, it is heated to a high temperature and is expanded 
out the nozzle to produce thrust. 
The potential advantages of the concept lie in the following areas: The use of tungsten provides 
a high-temperature material with good thermal shock resistance, tensile and compressive strength, 
thermal conductivity, and resistance to corrosion by the hydrogen propellant. 
tungsten also permit the fabrication of fuel elements with very thin cross sections for good heat 
transfer. 
structural members and reduces core size and weight over that obtained for most moderator mate- 
rials. In this concept, the fuel element assemblies are  structurally independent of each other and 
thus permit individual development of these assemblies. 
A program was undertaken at Lewis to investigate the engineering feasibility and performance 
of the TWMR nuclear rocket system. The results of these investigations, which are summarized 
in part I (NASA Technical Memorandum X-1420) of this series of reports, are presented in detail in 
the other six parts of the series as follows: 11. Fueled Materials (NASA Technical Memorandum 
X-1421); III. Fuel Elements (NASA Technical Memorandum X-1422); IV. Neutronics (NASA Tech- 
nical Memorandum x-1423); V. Engine System (NASA Technical Memorandum X-1424); VI. Feed 
System and Rotating Machinery (NASA Technical Memorandum X-1425); VII. System Dynamics 
(NASA Technical Memorandum X-1426). 
The properties of 
The use  of water as the moderator provides a good coolant for the pressure vessel and 
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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A TUNGSTEN WATER-MODERATED NUCLEAR ROCKET 
VII. SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND CONTROL ANALYSIS 
by James R. Mihaloew 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A system dynamics and control analysis w a s  performed on several  versions of a 
tungsten water-moderated (TWMR) nuclear rocket system, which used a combination 
bleed-topping (split-feed) cycle concept. Analog and digital simulation models were de- 
veloped and used in the analysis. The purpose of the study was to determine the overall 
feasibility and control requirements of the system over the range from chilldown to  start- 
up and power range operation. 
Results of steady-state mapping of the TWMR showed that heat exchanger hydrogen 
bypass was required to prevent icing in the water-moderator cooling heat exchanger. 
Without heat exchanger bypass, steady-state operation below 36 percent total hydrogen 
flow and 32 percent reactor power was impossible because of intersecting pump stall and 
heat exchanger icing limits. The icing limit restricted operation to  a narrow corridor 
above approximately 90 percent of maximum chamber temperature. Transient analysis 
indicated that preheating the water prevented icing during chilldown but that pump stall 
was aggravated. Operation with heat exchanger bypass eliminated icing and expanded the 
operating region considerably. Heat exchanger bypass was a l so  found to be an effective 
means for reactor power control. 
topping cycle version with heat exchanger bypass was substantially superior with respect 
to  system simplicity and flexibility at  the design chamber pressure of 600 psia 
(414 N/cm abs) used in this study. However, a split-feed cycle version with heat ex- 
changer bypass represented the most promising system because of its superior chamber 
pres  su r  e uprat  ing potential. 
The control analysis of this version showed that chamber temperature control with a 
poison insertion- extraction (on-off) scheme was  extremely fast in response, but neces- 
sari ly discontinuous. Chamber temperature control with heat exchanger bypass was, on 
the other hand, comparatively slow but inherently continuous. A control system based on 
heat exchanger bypass for  primary chamber temperature control and poison reactivity for 
augmentation was conceptually designed. The performance of the TWMR with this con- 
t ro l  system was demonstrated satisfactorily over a typical operating cycle. 
A comparative system analysis of the several  TWMR versions showed that the all- 
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INTRODUCTION 
The capability of producing high specific impulse is a main feature of nuclear rockets. 
For this reason, research is being conducted to develop reactor concepts with will per- 
mit high specific impulse. 
TUNGSTEN WATER-MODERATED REACTOR CONCEPT 
The type of reactor which has been under development for  the nuclear rocket pro- 
gram is a homogeneous thermal type in which the fuel is intimately mixed with the moder- 
a tor  material. A s  a result  the highest temperatures in the reactor occur in the modera- 
tor and a r e  limited by its maximum temperature. A heterogeneous thermal reactor 
avoids this limitation by geometric separation of fuel and moderator materials.  The 
moderator can then be cooled separately and maintained at a lower temperature. The 
fuel would then be allowed to operate nearer to its maximum temperature. From this 
type of reactor concept, the tungsten-fuel- element water -moderated-r eactor system 
(TWMR) has evolved. It has the advantage of negative fuel and water temperature reac- 
tivity coefficients. Thus, independent control of water temperature provides an inherent 
control prospect. The concept does, however, involve the complication of a moderator 
cooling system; also, the moderator must be thermally insulated from the fuel element. 
The TWMR does seem t o  have a potential for  producing high specific impulse. 
FEED SYSTEM CONCEPT 
The fact that energy is available from the moderator cooling process suggests the 
use of a topping cycle. The topping cycle, as applied to a nuclear rocket, is character-  
ized by ser ies  flow of the working fluid through a topping turbopump and the major com- 
ponents of the engine. The distinguishing feature of this cycle is that the flow of all the 
working fluid passes  through the exhaust nozzle at maximum specific impulse thus yield- 
ing an optimum performance engine for  any given reactor outlet temperature.  However, 
this cycle is limited to chamber pressure levels lower than those obtainable with the 
bleed cycle. In the bleed cycle, a portion of the working fluid is bled from the thrust  
chamber, mixed to an  appropriate temperature, passed through the turbine, and finally 
exhausted. The prime disadvantage of this scheme is its degradation of specific impulse; 
however, it has a high chamber pressure growth potential. 
cycle, referred to as the split cycle, was innovated. In this cycle, a bleed driven turbo- 
T o  achieve some of the advantages of each cycle, a combination bleed and topping 
2 
pump is put in se r ies  with a topping turbopump. Some of the working fluid is bled and 
heated to  supply the bleed turbine and then exhausted. A small  loss  in specific impulse 
results; however, the growth potential of a system using this cycle is enhanced. 
RESEARCH PROGRAM 
A part of the nuclear rocket program at Lewis has been directed toward a rocket 
propulsion system using the TWMR and split-feed-system concepts. The bulk of the ef- 
fort was expended on the analysis, design, and experimental evaluation of components 
within the system. Supporting research in the materials area has yielded a considerable 
amount of technical advancement. 
formed the basis for investigating system operating feasibility, system dynamics, and 
control requirements. To fulfill this requirement, in-house and contractual programs 
were formulated and executed independently. The in-house program was designed to pro- 
vide long-range information on the preliminary reference-design system in the power 
range of operation. It utilized a detailed nonlinear analog-simulation model for both 
steady-state and transient studies. The results of a study using this model are reported 
in reference 1. 
Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation to perform a complete system and con- 
t ro l  analysis of the preliminary reference-design system. Its primary objective was to 
investigate analytically the reactor and feed sys tem over the range from chilldown to 
startup and power range operation with regard t o  system feasibility and control-system 
requirements. 
A s  a result  of these studies, a preliminary reference-design system evolved which 
In support of the overall TWMR program, a study contract was awarded to 
The contractual study was divided into four tasks: 
Task I - the development of analytical and simulated models 
Task 11 - the execution of a system analysis program aimed primarily at preliminary 
reference-design-system feasibility with respect to steady-state, dynamic, and 
control operat ion 
improve the preliminary reference-design-system performance 
Task III - a comparative system analysis of several design modifications designed to 
Based on this  study, a design was chosen and redesignated the reference-design system. 
Task  IV - a control analysis study of the final reference-design system to determine 
a suitable startup program and power range control system 
The detailed resu l t s  of these studies a r e  reported in references 2 to  5. 
the TWMR system. It contains primarily the contractual study with only appropriate ref- 
This  report presents a summary of all sys t em dynamics and control work done for 
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erences to the in-house studies. The analytical and simulation models are described. * A  
research procedure is presented and applied to a preliminary reference-design system 
and four modified configurations. Each configuration is evaluated for steady-state and 
transient performance. A comparison is made which results in a final o r  reference- 
design configuration. A control analysis is performed on this design and a control sys- 
tem designed and evaluated. 
Members of the Rocketdyne staff who contributed substantially to the study program 
by assisting the author in their  specialized areas include R. D. Marcy, L. Bulgier, and 
W. Cannon. 
A N  A LY T I  C A L MO DEL S 
From preliminary 
acteristics, a physical 
reference-design- system geometry and detailed component char- 
model was developed using simplifications and assumptions. Gen- 
eral equations were derived and applied to  the physical model to form a mathematical 
model from which two simulation models were developed. A digital-simulation model 
was developed to study detailed transient performance particularly in the chilldown and 
bootstrap ranges, and an analog-simulation model to study general dynamic behavior in 
the startup and power range. 
DESCRIPTION OF PRELIMINARY REFERENCE DESIGN 
A brief description of the preliminary reference-design system that evolved during 
the TWMR study is presented in the following sections. The system is shown schemat- 
ically in figure 1. A detailed description is given in references 2 and 6. 
Hydrogen Flow 
Liquid hydrogen flows from the propellant tank through a main propellant shutoff 
valve (IVIPV) to the series bleed and topping turbopumps. At the design point, the total 
hydrogen flow is 92.7 pounds per second (42.05 kg/sec). It is then pumped through the 
feedline and into the nozzle coolant passages where it receives convected heat f rom the 
hot exhaust gas and radiation from the core exit face. As the hydrogen changes to a gas, 
it flows into the parallel-flow heat-exchanger tubes to cool the water. The gaseous hy- 
drogen from the heat exchanger is ducted 
turbine throttle valve (TTTV) and topping 
in parallel paths through the series topping- 
turbine and to the topping-turbine bypass valve 
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Figure 1. - Schematic flow diagram of tungsten water-moderated reactor prel iminary 
reference-design system. 
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(TTBV). The flow paths a r e  rejoined and pass through the shield and reactor do,me agea. 
The fluid then flows through the inlet end reflector inserts and into the core fuel assem- 
blies. 
fueled stages with center plugs. The stages a r e  supported by a continuous cylindrical 
tungsten support tube. Each fuel assembly is enclosed in an aluminum pressure tube 
which separates the hydrogen and water flows. The pressure tube is thermally insulated 
f rom the support tube by a static gaseous hydrogen gap. The pressure tube is surrounded 
by concentric, aluminum, flow-divider tubes that separate the high-velocity water flow 
next to the pressure tube from the low-velocity flow in the main core. 
The design chamber pressure and temperature a re  600 psia and 4460' R (414 N/cm abs 
and 2478' K), respectively. 
The core consists of fuel assemblies made up of a ser ies  of concentric multicylinder 
After the hydrogen passes through the core, it is exhausted through the thrust nozzle. 
2 
Water Flow 
Water is circulated by a pump into an inlet plenum where it is distributed to three 
parallel-flow paths after it passes through the inlet end reflector, through the side re- 
flector, outside the flow divider tubes in the main core, and between the flow-divider and 
pressure tubes to cool the pressure tubes. The water mixes at an outlet plenum and 
passes up through a segmented annular heat exchanger which is outside the core  side re- 
flector but inside the main pressure vessel. Heat t ransferred to  the water by convection 
and generated in the water by nuclear radiation is removed in the parallel-flow heat ex- 
changer. The water direction is reversed after it exits from the heat exchanger and 
flows down through the passages between the annular heat-exchanger segments where it 
exits from the pressure vessel  and returns  to the pump. The design-point water flow is 
1040 pounds per second (471.1 kg/sec). 
Bleed Subsystem 
Bleed hydrogen flow is taken from the reactor dome and heated by centrally located 
reentrant fuel assemblies. The reentrant fuel assemblies are s imilar  to the core assem- 
blies except that they a r e  blocked at the exit end and hydrogen is forced to flow back up 
the center plug passage. The heated bleed gas then passes through the reactor dome area  
and shield to the bleed subsystem. The bleed subsystem consists of series turbines to  
drive the water, first-stage (bleed), and poison-circulating pumps in that order.  Each 
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turfine has throttle and bypass valves except for the poison-circulating turbine. The de- 
~ sign bleed flow is 2 . 4  pounds per second (1. l kg/sec). 
Poison Subsystem 
Reactor power can be controlled externally by varying the concentration of a neutron 
absorber solution flowing through small  tubes extending axially into the moderator region. 
The concentration can be modulated by either adding a concentrated absorber or extract- 
ing it through an ion exchanger. A poison-circulating pump maintains continuous flow in 
the subsystem during reactor operation. A detailed description and schematic drawing 
of this subsystem a r e  given in reference 7. 
PHYSICAL MODEL 
The system geometry and detailed component performance calculations of the pre- 
liminary reference-design system were used to  derive a schematic physical model. This 
model formed the basis for the development of mathematical models. The resulting 
and (b), respectively. The schematic physical model is divided into regions which cor- 
respond to the major components of the system. Several simplifications and assumptions 
are inferred in the figure. 
' schematic diagrams for  the hydrogen and water flow systems are shown in figures 2(a) 
M a i n  Propel lant  L ine and Valve 
I In the main propellant line (region O l ) ,  friction is assumed negligible. Heat transfer 
f rom the wall to  the fluid and two-phase flow a re  considered. The friction factor and 
density are assumed constant in the main propellant valve (region 02). Heat transfer by 
convection from the valve to  the fluid is also neglected. Thermal capacitance of the 
valve is lumped with the line. 
I 
Hydrogen Pumps 
1 Performance of the bleed pump (region 03) and the topping pump (region 05) was as- 
sumed to  be represented by normalized characteristics. Fluid density was assumed var- 
iable and fluid kinetic energy change is included in the pump head and enthalpy-rise char- 
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Description 
00, Propellant tank 
01, Piping, propellant tank to main shutoff valve 
02, Main shutoff valve 
03, First-stage hydrogen pump 
04, Piping, first-stage hydrogen pump to second-stage hydrogen pump 
05, Second-stage hydrogen pump 
06, Piping, second-stage hydrogen pump to nozzle-tube-inlet manifold 
07, Nozzle-tube-inlet manifold 
08, Nozzle tubes 
W, Heat-exchanger in let  manifold 
10, Heat-exchanger tubes 
11, Heat-exchanger outlet manifold 
12, Piping, heat-exchanger outlet manifold to topping-turbine valves 
13, Topping-turbine throt t le  valve 
14, Topping-turbine bypass valve 
15, Topping tu rb ine  
16, Piping, topping-turbine exhaust to reactor in let  
17, Shield 
18, Reactor dome area 
19, Inlet end reflector inser t  
20, Main core hydrogen flow path 
22, Thrust-chamber 
23, Piping, reactor bleed outlet to water-pump tu rb ine  valves 
24, Water-pump tu rb ine  throt t le  valve 
25, Water-pump tu rb ine  bypass valve 
26, Water-pump tu rb ine  
27, Piping, water-pump tu rb ine  exhaust to first-stage hydrogen-pump 
28, First-stage hydrogen-pump tu rb ine  throt t le  valve 
29, First-stage hydrogen-pump tu rb ine  bypass valve 
30, First-stage hydrogen-pump tu rb ine  
31, Simulated poison pump tu rb ine  nozzle 
32, Stagnant gaseous hydrogen gap 
33, Reentrant fuel-assembly hydrogen flow path, f i rst  pass 
34, Reentrant fuel-assembly hydrogen flow path, second pass 
37, Water-pump tu rb ine  in let  plenum 
38, First-stage hydrogen-pump turb ine- in le t  p lenum 
tu rb ine  valves 
8 
(a) Hydrogen flow system. 
Figure 2. - P re l im ina ry lWMR system model schematic drawing. 
50, Water pump 
51, Pump discharge l ine  
52, Inlet water manifold 
53, Inlet water plenum 
54, Region between in let  end reflector and core water baffle 
55, Water inside reflector 
56, Core water outside of flow divider tubes 
57, A n n u l u s  between pressure tube and flow divider tube (high-velocity region) 
58, Outlet water plenum 
59, Water in heat exchanger 
60, Outlet water passage 
61, Pump inlet  l i n e  
62, Water in inlet  end reflector 
> ///////////////' 
I Hydrogen from nozzle coolant tubes 
(b) Water flow system. 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 
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acteristics. Heat transfer from the pumps to the fluid is not considered; however,’ the& 
heat capacitances are lumped into their respective discharge lines (regions 04 and 06). 
Feedlines 
The total pressure drop in the bleed pump discharge line (region 04) is assumed neg- 
ligible. Heat transfer f rom the walls (regions 04 and 06) is considered with no heat gen- 
eration in the walls. Two-phase flow is also considered to exist. Fluid thermal capaci- 
tance in the exit plenum (region 07) is included in adjacent regions. Fluid mass  capaci- 
tance is also considered in this region. 
The parallel nozzle coolant tubes were represented by a single tube (region 08). Ax- 
ial wall temperature and pressure distributions provided from the detailed component 
performance calculations were used directly to prevent inaccuracies in the calculation of 
heat-transfer ra tes  and transient wall temperatures. 
On the hot side of the coolant tubes, heat input to the wall from the hot gas was con- 
sidered to occur through a se r i e s  thermal resistance produced by the wall and gas film. 
Thermal recovery is also considered on the hot side. Heat transfer from the wall to the 
coolant is also through a ser ies  thermal resistance produced by the wall and coolant film. 
Heat transfer into the divergent section of the nozzle coolant tube wall due to  radiation 
from the core exit face is considered. Fluid properties are evaluated at the throat of the 
coolant passages to check for choking. If choking occurs, the hydrogen flow is consid- 
ered independent of downstream pressure. 
Heat Exc h a nge r 
The multiparallel paths of the heat-exchanger segments (region 10) are assumed to 
be represented by a single tube. Thermal conduction of the heat-exchanger wall is not 
considered s o  that a single temperature exists at each point. All heat generated by nu- 
clear radiation in the heat exchanger is assumed to be generated in the water and trans- 
ferred through the walls to the hydrogen. 
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Topp i ng -Tu r bi ne Reg io n s 
In the topping-turbine inlet (region 12), wall thermal capacitance and heat transfer to 
the fluid a r e  included since the additional energy may be significant during startup oper- 
ation. 
assumed to be governed by isentropic flow relations which allow for both choked and un- 
choked flow. Thermal capacitance of the valves is considered. 
The topping turbine (region 15) is assumed representable by normalized functions of 
pressure and speed-to-temperature ratios over a range from design point to below motor- 
ing point operation. The return line (region 16) is simulated as a pipe by neglecting ther- 
mal  energy relations. 
Flow through the topping-turbine throttle (region 13) and bypass (region 14) valves is 
Shield and Inlet End Reflector 
The heat input rates within the shield (region 17) and the inlet end reflector 
(region 19) were determined from an assumed 15' R (8.33' K) hydrogen temperature r i s e  
across  each component at the design point. Convective heat-transfer rates were derived 
to calculate a single wall temperature for each of the shield and inlet end reflectors. 
Core 
The major simplification to the system w a s  made in the core (region 20). A single 
equivalent core wall, derived from detailed fuel-element calculations, was used to repre- 
sent all fuel assemblies. 
The axial temperature distributions of the center plug, fuel rings, and support tube 
walls of a centrally located core fuel element were considered equal to the wall- 
temperature distribution for  a radial average fuel assembly. These wall temperatures 
were weighted according to  their heat-transfer area and averaged to produce a single wall 
temperature for each stage of the fuel assembly. The resulting temperature distribution 
was assumed the same for  all assemblies s o  that they could be represented by a single 
equivalent fuel assembly, as shown in figure 2(a). 
airmed independent Df paver  leveli The total power generated in a radial average assem- 
bly was considered to be 80 percent of that in the central assembly. The hydrogen gas 
temperatures in the annuli of each stage of the central assembly were averaged radially 
The relative axial power distribution of a centrally located fuel assembly w a s  as- 
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to  provide a single axial fluid temperature distribution. This distribution was considergd 
equal to the radial average gas temperature for all assemblies. 
T h r u s t  Chamber 
Fluid thermal and mass  capacitance were considered in the thrust chamber 
(region 22). The thrust nozzle was assumed choked at all t imes and considered isen- 
tropic. Variation of specific heat was included by having the characteristic velocity as a 
function of chamber exit gas temperature. 
# 
Reent ran t  Bleed Assemblies 
The axial temperature distribution of the walls for the second pass of a typical re -  
entrant fuel assembly (region 34) was averaged similar to the main core. Fluid temper- 
a tures  were averaged to  provide a single average temperature distribution for the first 
and second pass. Heat input to  the f i rs t -pass  fluid was assumed to  originate from the 
second-pass equivalent wall. As shown in the schematic drawing (fig. 2(a)), hydrogen 
gas is in contact with a single equivalent fuel ring. Heat loss from the passage of the 
bleed gas through the core hydrogen in the reactor dome a rea  (region 18) is considered. 
B leed-Tu r bi n e  Reg i o n s  
The bleed-system turbines and associated valves (regions 23 t o  31) are treated sim- 
ilarly to  the topping-turbine regions. Fluid capacitance is considered between the tur-  
bines (regions 23, 27, 38, and 39). The poison-circulating-pump turbine impedance is 
simulated by a choked nozzle (region 31). 
Water Subsystem 
Kinetic energy is not considered in the water flaw loop (fig. 2(b)). Also, fluid fr ic-  
tion is assumed constant. This assumption permits constant specific speed operation of 
the water pump. The assumption of incompressible flaw also implies that only a single 
water flow needs to be calculated for the entire loop. 
with perfect thermal mixing, no heat generation, and constant specific heat. Thus, ther- 
The inlet water manifold (region 52) and plenum (region 53) are considered plenums 
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mal mwing delays a r e  provided. The region between the inlet end reflector and core 
water baffle (region 54) is treated similarly. 
the beryllium reflector and the water. Convective heat-transfer relations were used t o  
calculate an axial wall temperature. Thermal conductivity of the reflector wall is not 
considered. Water in the main core (region 56) was assumed to contain both thermal 
mixing and fluid transport delay. 
In the high-velocity region (region 57), the flow-divider and pressure tubes were as- 
sumed to be at the same temperature. Heat loss from the equivalent fuel assembly 
(region 20) was assumed to  be conducted through the stagnant hydrogen gap to  the equiva- 
lent flow divider and pressure tube water and then into the high-velocity water. At the 
outlet water plenum (region 58), perfect thermal mixing of the three parallel water paths 
is assumed to occur. The heat-exchanger region (region 59) was treated to correspond 
t o  the hydrogen flow. The heat-exchanger outlet plenum is also considered a plenum with 
perfect thermal mixing. 
The heat ra te  into the reflector (region 55) is assumed to  be divided equally between 
Poison Subsystem 
The poison subsystem was not simulated directly. Significant dynamics associated 
with the poison loop were represented by a transfer function technique. A poison rate 
command signal must pass through a transfer function before it is effective in contribut- 
ing to  core reactivity. 
GENERAL EQUATIONS 
The basis for dynamic calculation of all fluid and wall properties throughout the sys- 
tem are the momentum and general energy equations used with the conservation of mass  
and state equations. These general equations a r e  derived from the basic partial differ- 
ential equations and provide for lumped parameter representation of one-dimensional, 
compressible, multiphase fluid flow in a variable cross-sectional area channel. They 
also provide for convective heat transfer between wal l  and fluid, heat generation within 
the fluid due to friction and nuclear radiation, and wall heat generation. 
ply to a general ith section of the physical model. The symbols used in this report are 
defined in the appendix. 
The general equations are derived in reference 2 and are presented here as they ap- 
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Energy Equation r , 
The energy equation for an ith section of fluid is 
- q;g - w[ep(Ti - Ti-1) + -  Ae c w  -- 
J ' I  dT dt 
which relates the thermal capacitance to heat input and total heat transport. 
The energy equation for a general section of wall is expressed as 
gw 
dTw 
dt 
c Ww 1 = hAi(Ty - Ti) + qi 
The basic Nusselt number correlation used to calculate the heat-transfer coefficient in all 
regions is 
hD 0. 8pr0. 4 - = 0.023 Re 
K 
In the feedline where the fluid phase changes, the basic Nusselt number correlation was 
multiplied by a factor depending on the region of the temperature-entropy diagram in 
which the fluid exists. For two-phase flow, the Martinelli factor is used: 
hD 0. 8pr0. 4 -- = 0.023 Re q m  K 
The basic Nusselt number correlation is modified for use in the nozzle tubes as 
- -  hD - 0.023 Re 
K 
where the last factor is evaluated over all regions of the temperature-entropy diagram. 
The Nusselt correlation is a l so  modified for  use in the top reflector, core, and reentrant 
tube regions by a fluid- to-wall temperature correction factor: 
0. 8pr0. 4 ( x \  0. 55 - _  hD - 0.021 Re 
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Momentum Equation 
The momentum equation for an ith section of fluid is given by 
+ p i  A e  = (Pi-1 - Pi> - pi z dw 
gA dt 
- _  
which relates fluid inertia to total pressure difference and fluid friction. The friction 
factor is defined by 
DW f = fxc + f 
where fxc is a constant assigned to account for losses which a r e  independent of Reynolds 
number and fDW is the Darcy-Weisbach form of the friction factor given by 
0.221 fDW = 0.0032 + 
237 
Sudden contraction and expansion losses between sections a r e  also considered for  use in 
the momentum equation. 
Continuity Equation 
The continuity equation yields an equation for m a s s  capacitance within a general sec- 
tion of the physical model 
d P  
dt 
- = Z(Oi-1 - “i> 
where Z, the compressibility factor, depends on the phase of the fluid and is based on 
adiabatic conditions. 
For a gas: 
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t , 
For a liquid: 
For mixed phase: 
where p g 
defined as 
is gas density, pL is density of saturated liquid, and pe is equivalent density 
1 
x 1 - x  
Pe = 
- +- 
Tu r bo m ac h i ne r y 
Pump performance was represented by specific curves of 
Enthalpy r i s e  across  the pumps is determined from 
where 7 
extrapolated to include motoring and negative torque operation. 
is the pump efficiency. This representation permits fluid density dependency. 
The curves were P Pump stall  characteristics were estimated based on existing data. 
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, 
a 
Turbine performance was represented by curves of 
The torque parameter curves were extrapolated to the zero torque intercept to permit 
simulation of turbopump motoring. The turbine pressures were assumed to  be total pres- 
sures.  
Lines and Valves 
Pressure  drops in the lines a r e  calculated from the momentum equation. Expansion 
and contraction losses between regions of the system a r e  calculated according to  
Pi - Pi+l = pi(l. 5 ei+l - ei) 
for sudden contraction and 
. 
for sudden expansion. Standard hydrodynamic relations in the form 
were employed across  all valves. In the case of gaseous flow, isentropic compressible 
flow relations were  used t o  allow for  choked and nonchoked conditions. 
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Reactor Kinetics 
The equations used to  describe reactor power a re  the kinetics equations normalized 
to  100-percent power including six delay groups 
dCi Pi 
- = -  n - X.C i =  1, 2, . . ., 6 i i  dt 1* 
where 
n relative neutron level 
p total delay neutrons 
Ci 
pi 
concentration of ith group of delayed neutrons 
fraction of ith group of delayed neutrons 
total reactivity, $ 
decay constant of i th group of delayed neutrons, sec-' 
PT 
Xi 
The total reactivity represents the sum of the contributions due to fuel temperature, 
water temperature, and poison concentration, 
DIGITAL- S IMULATION MOD EL 
A detailed digital- simulation model was developed by tKe direct  application of the 
general equations to a sectionalized version of the physical model. All details of the sys-  
tem and components of the physical model were maintained. Appropriate averaging was 
done to accommodate the lumped representation. The sections used in the major regions 
a r e  presented in table I. A list of the resulting equations and system constants is given 
in references 2 and 5 (vol. n). 
A brief description of the features that make up the digital-simulation model and the 
digital-simulation model and the digital program follows. 
A digital program was written to solve the equations and is presented in reference 5. 
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TABLE I. - DIGITAL SIMULATION 
MODEL SECTIONS~ 
~~ 
Region 
Feed line (06) 
Nozzle (08) 
Heat exchanger (10) 
Core (20) 
Reentrant bleed tubes (34): 
First pass 
Second pass 
Main core water (56) 
High-velocity water (57) 
Section 
aIn general, all other regions not 
listed were considered as one 
section. 
Mode I Desc r i pt io n 
The digital-simulation model for the hydrogen flow system is basically composed of 
alternate impedance flow paths separated by fluid capacitance nodes. The nodes a r e  rep- 
resented by four large plenums: the heat-exchanger-exit plenum, the inlet-core plenum, 
the bleed-system-inlet manifold, and the plenum between the water and first-stage-pump 
turbines. 
The continuity equation is applied to the plenums to obtain the pressure in each vol- 
ume. The value of the compressibility factor in the continuily equation is determined as 
for  capacitors in series.  The momentum equation is applied between plenums to deter- 
mine a single flow rate for all sections between the plenums. The inductance term in the 
momentum equation is obtained by summing the inductance constants for each section 
within the region. 
Fluid inertia is included for  the flow path between the propellant tank and the capaci- 
tance node at the heat-exchanger outlet. The fluid inertia for the remaining flow paths is 
considered negligible with respect to the fluid inertia in the combined feedline, nozzle 
coolant tubes, and heat exchanger. Since fluid inertia is neglected, the flow rates  are 
obtained from algebraic solution of the momentum equation. 
the stored heat te rm in the energy equation is neglected. 
F h i d  thermal Capacitance is included only in the feedline. In all subsequent regions, 
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Digital Program 
A digital program was written to  solve the system equations. The program consists 
of a main calling program and 41 subroutines. The flow diagram for the main program 
execution is given in figure 3. The subroutines are listed as follows: 
Input- output subroutines : 
INPUT 
PRNTWM 
H2PRT 
TEMPWL 
TUBETP 
H2FLOW 
H2QUAL 
TEMPWT 
THVPOS 
VLVPO 
PQNPMP 
PMPTRQ 
TRBTRQ 
XMODRT 
REACPT 
CRTWM 
GRAPH 
GRDE VN 
reads input data 
directs stored data to  proper printout subroutines 
gives printout of hydrogen temperature and pressure 
gives printout of wall temperatures 
gives printout of pressure tube temperature 
gives printout of hydrogen flow 
gives printout of hydrogen qualities 
gives printout of water temperatures 
gives printout of throttle-valve positions 
gives printout of valve positions 
gives printout of pump volumetric flow to speed ratios 
gives printout of pump torque 
gives printout of turbine torque 
gives printout of water flow, reactor power, and total reactivity 
gives printout of individual reactivity contributions of metal, water, and 
poison 
directs the proper stored data to  GRAPH for plotting 
multipurpose plotting routine; plots as many as six curves on one figure 
ensures that grid on which curves are plotted is evenly incremented 
System subroutines : 
POWER 
REKIN solves reactor kinetic equations 
VALVE 
FLOCAL calculates feedline flow 
calculates reactivities and reactor power 
determines turbine-throttle and bypass-valve positions 
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FEEDL 
FELINE 
HBPUMP 
NOZ L 
HEATX 
PLENUM 
T PTURB 
TRB2 
SHIELD 
REFCOR 
COR2PS 
BLEED 
WATER 
* 
coordinates feedline calculations up to nozzle inlet 
calculates feedline pressures  and temperatures, called by FEEDL 
calculates hydrogen pump flow, head rise, efficiency, and torque, called 
by FEEDL 
calculates nozzle tube pressures and temperatures 
calculates heat exchanger pressures and temperatures, hydrogen side 
calculates pressure in plenums 
calculates topping-turbine region flow 
calculates turbine flow, speed, and torque; includes valves 
calculates shield pressure and temperature 
calculates reflector and core pressures and temperatures 
calculates reentrant fuel assembly temperatures 
calculates bleed system flows, pressures, temperatures 
calculates all water loop temperatures and pressures  
Hydrogen property subroutines: 
HREG determines thermodynamic region from pressure and enthalpy and calculates 
quality 
TRCZ 
VISC calculates viscosity 
HTC 
POLY 
calculates hydrogen temperature, density, and sonic velocity 
calculates heat-transfer coefficients for all regions in system 
evaluates to a sixth-degree polynomial; used by other hydrogen property 
subroutines 
TRIDEN evaluates hydrogen density near critical temperature 
A more complete description of the program and a programmer's manual are given in 
reference 5. 
Main program. - The main program calls and controls the subroutine sequence dur- 
ing the program execution. The computational sequence for one time increment is as 
s h m n  in figure 3. After initialization, calculations begin at the hydrogen shutoff valve 
and proceed sequentially through the hydrogen system to  the thrust chamber and the noz- 
zle simulating the poison turbine. The water loop calculations are then made, hydrogen 
flows for the next t ime increment a r e  calculated, and a new time increment is started. 
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Figure 3. - Digital-simulation model prcgram flow diagram 
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Thk main flow of information into a time increment consists of flows, turbine speeds, 
wall temperatures, and pressures  which were calculated during the last time increment. 
These quantities a r e  used in the current time increment to generate new values. All  
these quantities except flows downstream of the nozzle tubes are calculated from differ- 
ential equations by simple Euler integration. Though simple Euler integration is the 
least accurate of all numerical integration methods, the accuracy is compatible with that 
of the model and input data. For flows downstream of the nozzle coolant tubes, fluid in- 
ert ia is neglected so  that flows for the next time increment are explicitly solved by using 
known pressures and densities calculated in the current t ime increment. 
Subroutines. - The subroutines can be classified into three main groups: the input- 
output subroutines, the system subroutines, and the hydrogen properties subroutines 
(see pp. 20 and 21). 
run and for printing and plotting desired results at intervals during and/or at the end of a 
run. In order to have program flexibility, the region subroutines a r e  written so that the 
nozzle can be subdivided into as many as 20 sections, and the feedline, heat exchanger, 
core, and reentrant bleed assemblies up to 10 sections by changing only input data. In 
this way, the number of sections need not be fixed but changed as experience indicates. 
Separate subroutines were written for all the major hydrogen system regions and 
components and served as the building blocks for the complete program. The subroutines 
are used in the sequence shown on the main flow diagram during each time increment. 
The system subroutines a r e  used repetitively, once during each t ime increment, until the 
run is over as determined by comparing the calculated real time with the desired time 
limit. This t ime limit is part of the input data. The resul ts  which are calculated in each 
t ime increment can be stored for output at the end of each increment or at intervals of 
any desired number of increments. Only the actual results that are desired for printed 
output are stored. The identification of the desired quantities and the printout frequency 
are controlled by input data. 
The system subroutines essentially evaluate pressure and enthalpy at each calcula- 
tional point in the hydrogen system and temperatures at each point in the water loop. In 
the hydrogen system, the calculated pressures and enthalpies a re  used at each point by 
the hydrogen property subroutines. The hydrogen property subroutines a re  common to 
all the system subroutines with the exception of the water loop subroutine. 
Calculation of the hydrogen physical property data is accomplished by a set of poly- 
nomial equations built into the hydrogen properties subroutines. The first subroutine de- 
termines the appropriate region of a pressure-enthalpy map corresponding to the pres- 
s u r e  and enthalpy of the hydrogen. Four regions a re  identified: two-phase region, sub- 
critical pressure liquid region, subcritical pressure vapor region, and the supercritical 
The input-output subroutines are used for reading in the input data at the start of a 
' 
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region. The second subroutine calculates temperature, density, and sonic velocity from 
the set of polynomials corresponding to the particular thermodynamic region. The third 
subroutine calculates heat-transfer coefficient again with polynomials. The fourth sub- 
routine is for estimating viscosity from polynomials and is handled in a separate subrou- 
time since it is needed only in the nozzle region. 
Computing time is conserved in calculating hydrogen properties by determining if 
pressure or enthalpy has changed by some predetermined amount. If not, the point is as- 
sumed to be in steady state, and the subsequent subroutines are bypassed. The heat- 
transfer coefficient is checked similarly. 
ANALOG-SIMULATION MODEL 
Mathematical relations were developed for an analog-simulation model based on the 
general equations already discussed. A complete list of the equations is given in refer- 
ence 2 and again in reference 5. This model resulted primarily from simplification and 
modification of the digital-simulation model. For example, all system regions were con- 
sidered as one section except for two sections in the core. The primary consideration in 
simplifying the digital equations was to preserve critical representations and to  preserve 
accuracy within the equipment limitations of the analog computer. 
Model Descr ipt ion 
Fluid capacitance nodes a r e  located at the nozzle-tube-inlet manifold, the heat- 
exchanger-outlet manifold, the dome region, the thrust nozzle, and the bleed exit line. 
Approximate capacitances are located in the piping between the water and bleed turbines 
and at the bleed-system exit nozzle. Kinetic energy change is neglected except in the 
core  and nozzle tubes where this change can be significant. Specific heats of walls a r e  
assumed constant. Contraction and expansion losses are lumped with friction. The fr ic-  
tion factor is also assumed constant. Single sections are used in the feedline, nozzle 
tubes, heat exchanger, reentrant bleed assemblies, side reflector, and high-velocity 
water passage. Two sections are used in the core for both hydrogen and water. 
Analog Program 
The equations describing the analog-simulation model were  mechanized on general- 
purpose analog computers. The basic system simulation mechanization required 179 op- 
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erational amplifiers including integrators, 105 multipliers, and 20 function generators. 
Circuitry was designed to separate the various subsystems to facilitate changes to the 
simulation model. 
SIMULATION-MODEL VERIFICATION 
A model verification analysis was performed on both analog- and digital-simulation 
models to verify steady-state and dynamic performance. An analog-digital simulation- 
model comparison was also made. A detailed account of the verification and comparison 
procedure is presented in reference 3. A summary of the procedure and results follows. 
Digital- S i m ul atio n Mode I 
Steady-state verification was made by a detailed comparison between digital results 
and hand calculations of the individual equations. The model was also compared with de- 
tailed component performance calculations at the 100-percent point. The comparison in- 
dicated satisfactory computation of the digital-simulation-model equations. 
The dynamic verification consisted of checking the digital program outputs from all 
the integration equations against hand calculations. The differential equations which re- 
quire integration include wall temperatures, plenum pressures,  fluid flow, turbopump 
speeds, and water temperatures. In general, the procedure involves comparing the ratio 
of a change in a variable between two consecutive time increments with the excess poten- 
tial against the integration gain factor. Results are given in reference 3. 
Analog-Simulat ion Model 
Steady-state verification of the analog-simulation model was obtained by comparing 
a detailed voltage readout with hand calculations of the equations. E r ro r s  were generally 
within 0. 5 percent. 
The analog- simulation-model dynamic characteristics were verified by checking each 
significant dynamic equation. The net input to each integrator was caused to vary by per- 
turbing a valve in the system. The net input and output were recorded and reduced to 
numerical form. Processing these data through a digital convoiution program resulted in 
gain and phase diagrams of the transfer function. The frequency at which the gain plot 
crossed zero  decibels was compared with the value calculated from the equations. The 
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results a re  reported in reference 3. In each case, the frequency-response value agieed 
well with the value calculated from the equation. 
Digital- Ana log Corn par is0 n 
A detailed comparison was made between the analog and digital steady-state results 
at 100 percent and 37 percent flow rate. The simulation-model results were also com- 
pared with the detailed component performance calculations from which the physical 
model was derived. This comparison is given in reference 3. 
calculations compare closely at all levels. Some discrepancies did exist and those exist- 
ing between the component calculations and the digital-simulation model were a result of 
variation of component inlet conditions and hydrogen properties approximations. Varia- 
tions between the analog- and digital-simulation models result primarily from simpler 
lumped parameter representation in the analog-simulation model. The overall correla- 
tion between models was sufficient to substantiate results and conclusions. 
In general, the digital-simulation model, analog-simulation model, and component 
PROCEDURE 
The general approach of the research study was to  use the analog-simulation model 
for steady-state and dynamic behavior investigations in the startup to power range to pro- 
vide qualitative characteristics of the system and serve as a guide to detailed studies. 
To complement this information, the digital-simulation model was used to provide de- 
tailed results of transient performance particularly in the chilldown to startup region of 
system operation. It was also used to establish and evaluate startup programming. 
COMPARATIVE SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
An ini t ia l  system analysis was made on the preliminary reference-design system 
using analog steady-state mapping and large perturbation transient techniques. The 
steady-state mapping defined the operating envelope under various operating conditions. 
The limits encountered were based on component limitations previously established. The 
transient studies defined permissible thrust changes during startup and shutdown and en- 
abled a comparison of control techniques. Based on the operational problems uncovered 
from the analysis, modifications to the preliminary reference design were formulated to 
alleviate o r  eliminate the problems. Comparative analyses were performed on each of 
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.the modified models to determine which modifications should be incorporated in subse- 
quent models. The analysis of each of the models studied was designed to provide a com- 
parison of system performance, flexibility, and system and control complexity. In this 
way, a final design, the reference design, was evolved on which the control analysis was 
performed. 
Steady- State Mappi ng 
Steady-state mapping determines static sensitivity by defining the slopes of the de- 
pendent variables with respect to the independent variables. The definition of these rela- 
tions indicates which independent variables are effective control parameters with regard 
to  static operation. In the process of defining the static gains, operational limits a r e  en- 
countered that limit steady-state operation. These limits usually represent material or  
structural limits, operation beyond which will damage or render the system inoperable. 
The envelope formed by these limits defines the allowable operating region of the system 
and indicates its relative flexibility. A narrow region usually leads to  close and/or crit- 
ical control requirements. Inherent static stability is demonstrated by holding all con- 
t rol  elements fixed at various flows and reactor power without controls. The steady- 
state mapping results presented in this analysis were concerned with the variation of sys- 
tem variables rather than of valve positions. 
Transient  Analysis 
Transient studies a r e  used to demonstrate dynamic stability and to determine accept- 
able power-flow relations during system acceleration. Inherent dynamic stability is in- 
vestigated by holding all system parameters constant at various flow levels without con- 
t rol  and initiating small perturbations in various system variables. 
OPERATIONAL LIMITS 
Operational limits on the system a re  determined by component limitations which are 
primarily a result  of material characteristics. The system operating envelope is estab- 
iished from tne boundaries formed by the limits. The limits are determined by averaging 
the detailed component calculations over an interval which corresponds to a particular 
model section. Thus, the limit is assumed to be reached when the section value reaches 
the average. The limits a r e  given for zero and indefinite dwell t imes to  define allowable 
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transient limit violations. The temperature-limit - dwell-time relation is undefined for , 
intermediate dwell times. 
Nozzle Tubes 
The average nozzle-tube wall temperature based on the maximum allowable throat 
wall temperature is 965' R (536' K) for an indefinite dwell time and 1000° R (556' K) for 
zero  dwell time. When the average temperature of the nozzle-tube wall reaches this 
limit, it is assumed that the wall temperature at the coolant passage throat is at the max- 
imum material temperature limit. 
Heat Exc ha  ng e r 
\ 
The average heat-exchanger-exit-wall temperature is limited to not less than 492' R 
(273.3' K) to prevent ice formation during steady-state operation. Transient ice forma- 
tion is permitted. This exit wall temperature is estimated from the average heat- 
exchanger-tube wall temperature and the average water temperature. 
Pumps 
The specific speeds of the hydrogen pumps must be maintained at a minimum of 
5 percent above their respective stall value t o  provide a stall margin. 
Core  
The average wall temperature of an averaged radial core  section is limited to  a max- 
imum of 4514' R (2508' K) for an indefinite dwell t ime and 5000' R (2778' K) for ze ro  
dwell time. This limit is the average of the wall temperature axial profile produced from 
the detailed core component calculations. The profile is assumed constant over the en- 
t i r e  operating range. The average wall temperature of the inlet section of the core  is 
also limited to a minimum of 1460' R (811' K) for  an indefinite dwell time. 
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Pressure Tubes 
The average flow-divider and pressure-tube equivalent wall temperature is limited 
to 719' R (399' K) for  an indefinite dwell time and 735' R (408' K) for zero  dwell time. 
The lower limit on the water is 492' R (273.3' K) for an indefinite dwell t ime based 
on the minimum allowable temperature in the heat exchanger. The upper limit on core 
exit water temperature is 833' R (463' K) based on 90 percent of the saturation tempera- 
tu re  at an average water pressure of 500 psia (345 N/cm abs). 2 
Exit Bleed Gas 
The exit bleed gas temperature is limited to 1860' R (1033' K). Overtemperature 
of the bleed gas would result  in exceeding the water turbine material limit. 
Model Limits 
In addition to  the actual engine operational l imits,  simulation-model limits exist 
which restrict the  validity of the analog-simulation model. These limits a r e  the nozzle- 
tube choking and nozzle two-phase flow. The model flow resistance and heat-transfer 
relations are not accurate under these conditions. 
SYSTEM EVALUATION 
System evaluation was based on a comparison of system and control simplicity, sys- 
tem flexibility, and system performance. 
System Si m pl icity 
System simplicity is concerned primarily with the number of components and sub- 
systems reflecting cost, size, and reliability. 
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Control simplicity refers to  the number of system variables which must be controlled 
during all phases of operation, the number of control elements required to manipulate 
these variables, and the resulting control system complexity required to control these 
variables. 
System Flex ib i l i ty  
System flexibility is measured by the width of the operational region and the corre-  
sponding s ize  of the operating region defined by the limit envelope. This flexibility indi- 
cates the relative ease with which the system can operate in going from chilldown, to 
startup, to power range operation. A narrow region would require fine, close control of 
the system parameters, whereas a wide region would relax these requirements. 
System Per formance 
System performance is evaluated on the ability of the system to  start up and shut 
down rapidly without violating component limits, the capability of rapid thrust transients 
in the power range, the ability to produce wide steady-state thrust variation at maximum 
specific impulse, and the ability to hold design thrust and specific impulse within close 
tolerances. In addition, the system must possess inherent static and dynamic stability of 
thrust and power over the operating region without closed-loop control. 
COMPARATIVE SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The following discussion presents the resul ts  of the comparative system analysis for  
the preliminary reference design and several  modifications. Each system is described, 
analyzed, and finally compared t o  produce a reference-design system for further study. 
PRELIMINARY REFERENCE- DESIGN CONFIGURATION 
The preliminary reference-design configuration is as described in the section 
DESCRIPTION OF PRELIMINARY REFERENCE DESIGN. Both analog- and digital- 
simulation models were used in the analysis. 
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. P r e l i m i n a r y  Con t ro l  Analysis 
The preliminary reference-design system is characterized by a high degree of con- 
trol flexibility, as indicated by its six control elements. These control elements can be 
associated with five primary system variables: topping-turbine bypass valve (TTBV) 
with total hydrogen flow, water-turbine throttle valves (WTTV) with water flow, water- 
turbine bypass valve (WTBV) with bleed hydrogen flow, bleed-turbine throttle valve 
(BTTV) with turbopump power split, and poison concentration with reactor power. The 
bleed-turbine bypass valve (BTBV) is not associated with any primary system variable 
and can be considered redundant. A control system composed of closed loops around 
each of the primary system variables would result in the most flexible but most complex 
system. It is advantageous to simplify the control system to  minimize interaction be- 
tween the loops and to  avoid a complex control network. 
Possible interaction was investigated by integrating a control configuration, where 
each primary variable was controlled with its related control element, into the analog 
simulation. The WTBV and BTBV were mechanically linked to operate as a unit. The 
first attempt at operating this scheme showed that severe interaction existed between the 
three bleed-subsystem-valve control loops. Severe interaction also occurred with the 
BTBV linked to the BTTV, and again with the BTBV held fixed. Interaction ceased when 
either the bleed flow (WTBV) or turbopump power split (BTTV) control was inactive. 
Steady-State Mapping 
The general procedure employed in conducting steady-state mapping was to change 
the system variables f rom a nominal operating point until a system limit was encountered. 
Nominal operating points were  established at loo-, 60-, and 37-percent total hydrogen 
flow by adjusting poison reactivity to obtain maximum reactor power governed by either 
maximum chamber temperature or turbopump stall. Poison reactivity was then held 
fixed at that reactor  power level. The BTTV was adjusted t o  obtain equal stall margins; 
that  is, each pump operated at an equal percentage from its respective stall line. Bleed 
hydrogen flow was set at 2.6 percent of the total hydrogen flow with the WTBV. The 
WTTV was adjusted to  provide the water flow specified for each particular nominal oper- 
ating point, that is, proportional with hydrogen flow. By holding total hydrogen flow 
constant through a closed-loop proportional-plus-integral control around the TTBV, ex- 
cursions were  made f rom tine nominal operating point by eilzfigifig only one bleed SGbsys- 
tem variable at a time, the others being held fixed. In this way, functional relations be- 
tween the control element and its associated primary system variable, its sensitivity, 
and limit at ions were  determined. 
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Water flow variation. - The WTTV was used t o  vary water flow about each of its 
nominal point values until operational limits were met. Bleed hydrogen to total hydrogen 
flow ratio was held fixed by closed-loop control around the WTBV and the turbopump 
power split ratio was varied on closed-loop control around the BTTV to hold equal stall 
margins on both turbopumps. 
The effect of water flow variations on heat-exchanger and pressure-tube-wall tem- 
peratures is shown in figure 4. The component temperature is given as a function of 
water flow with total hydrogen flow and maximum, nominal, and minimum water flow as 
parameters. A separate map is shown for heat-exchanger-exit-wall temperature and the 
pressure- tube - wall temperature. 
Maximum water flow is limited by the WTTV size and available bleed gas energy and 
occurs when the WTTV is wide open. The minimum water flow is limited by the 
pressure-tube-wall temperature limit. Both maps show that the allowable range of water 
flow variation increases as total hydrogen flow decreases. Also, and most important, 
both the heat-exchanger and pressure-tube-wall temperatures move away from their re- 
spective limits as water flow is increased at constant hydrogen flow. Increasing water 
flow increases the heat-transfer coefficient on both the heat-exchanger and pressure 
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tubes's0 that the same quantity of heat can be transferred with lower differential temper- 
atures. This effect is stronger in the pressure tubes so that a wider variation in wall 
Therefore, operating at an increased water flow would produce a wider margin from 
both heat-exchanger-icing and pressure-tube overtemperature. It also provides a faster 
thermal response of the water system. Fixing the WTTV at its maximum value would 
result in the maximum water flow and produce the widest margin. With the value fixed, 
no control action would be required thus simplfying the control system. 
Turbopump power-split variation. - The original concept for controlling series tur-  
bopumps was to maintain a constant topping- to bleed-pump power-split ratio. Since the 
total hydrogen flow is common to both pumps, this implies controlling pump speeds to 
produce a constant pump pressure rise ratio. To investigate the implication of this con- 
cept, power-split-ratio variations were made about each nominal point by varying the 
BTTV until operational limits were met. Water flow and bleed- to total-hydrogen rat io  
were held fixed with closed-loop controls. The results a r e  shown in figure 5. In this fig- 
u re  the normalized flow parameter of the bleed plmp is plotted against that of the topping 
pump with percent total hydrogen flow as a parameter. The flow parameters of both 
pumps were  normalized on a scale so that both stall points occurred at a value of 54.2. 
Stall and motoring limits are also shown and form an envelope which defines the operating 
region of the pumps. The stall limits shown are actual stall; subsequent references t o  
stall limit in the report  refer  to the stall margin limit described in the section OPERA- 
TIONAL LIMITS. 
Since the pump stall margins were equalized at the nominal points, these points lie 
on a 45' line through the origin. Diversion from this line indicates a stall margin mis- 
. temperature occurs compared with that in the heat exchanger. 
Figure 5. - Variation of pump power split ratio. 
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match. A s  percent total hydrogen flow is reduced along the matched stall line, the sensi-  
tivity to  stall increases as indicated by the narrowing field. 
At 100-percent flow, the bleed pump reaches a motoring condition before the topping 
pump reaches stall as the BTTV is closed. This indicates that the system can operate 
as an all-topping cycle near the 100-percent design point. At lower flow levels, the top- 
ping pump encounters stall before the bleed pump motors. A s  the BTTV is opened, the 
topping turbine reaches the TTBV wide open position limit as it approaches motoring. 
This is caused by the total hydrogen flow control on the TTBV trying to  maintain a con- 
stant value. Extrapolating the 100-percent flow curve beyond this limit indicates that 
continued loading of the bleed pump would probably result in stall before the topping pump 
motored. 
A curve of a constant topping- to  bleed-pump power-split ratio of 2 is also shown. 
The data for this curve were taken from the Lewis study. At 100-percent flow, the top- 
ping pump is closer to its stall point. A s  flow is reduced, the margins tend to  remain 
constant. Below about 50-percent, the imbalance swings sharply toward bleed pump stall. 
The power-split ratio of 2 becomes independent of topping pump loading. 
Matching pump stall  margins appears to be a better cr i ter ia  by which to  control the 
pump compared with pump power-split ratio. By maintaining equal stall margins, the 
system stall sensitivity is optimized. Also, the fact that the stall margin field expands 
as flow is increased indicates that the stall margins could be equalized at a low total hy- 
drogen flow and the BTTV held fixed at that point. The resul ts  of this technique a r e  dis- 
cussed in reference 4. No control action would then be required, and the control system 
would be further simplified. 
gated directly in the  contractual study. However, it was noted throughout all steady-state 
mapping operations that the WTBV remained choked over the entire operating range in- 
vestigated and the WTTV remained choked over a major portion of the range. It was rea-  
soned, therefore, that if the sum of the areas of the WTTV and WTBV were  held constant 
at all operating points, the bleed flow would be dependent only on the bleed hydrogen inlet 
pressure and temperature. This could be accomplished by mechanically linking the 
valves to form a water-turbine flow-splitter valve (WTSV) so that their  respective areas 
a r e  complementary, thus providing additional control system simplification. 
Since the  bleed subsystem inlet p ressure  is essentially equal to the chamber pres- 
su re  and the corresponding temperature is closely proportional to chamber temperature,  
not only w i l l  the  bleed hydrogen flow remain constant at any position of the combination 
throttle-bypass valve, but wil l  be a fixed rat io  of the total hydrogen flow. Since the data 
on water flow variation indicate that a fixed maximum a rea  for the W T T V  is required, a 
fixed WTBV is also implied (fixed WTSV). 
Bleed hydrogen flow variation. - Bleed hydrogen flow variations were  not investi- 
The variation of bleed hydrogen flow with fixed bleed subsystem valves is shown in 
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‘table 11. The data were taken from the Lewis steady-state mapping study reported in ref- 
erence 1. Bleed to total hydrogen flow ratio and water-pump-turbine-inlet gas tempera- 
tu re  is listed for  three total hydrogen flows and reference-design-point values. The 
reference-design points are at loo-, 60-, and 37-percent total hydrogen flow at maximum 
design chamber temperature. The bleed subsystem valves are fixed at each of these 
points to provide a water flow proportional to the hydrogen flow, a fixed bleed to  total hy- 
drogen flow ratio of 2.6 percent, and a topping to bleed-pump headrise ratio of 2. The 
2.6-percent bleed- to  total-hydrogen flow ratio value is determined from the minimum 
bleed flow required to  cool the reentrant bleed-tube fuel elements. However, this mini- 
mum provides a wide margin from fuel-element overtemperature so  that the gas temper- 
ature entering the water-pump turbine is actually the governing limit. 
Table 11 indicates that with the bleed subsystem valves fixed at each reference-design 
point, the bleed- to total-hydrogen flow ratio increases as total hydrogen flow decreases.  
A corresponding decrease in water-pump-turbine-inlet gas temperature occurs. As the 
bleed subsystem valves are set to  lower reference-design points, the range of bleed to 
total hydrogen flow and water-turbine-inlet gas temperature increases. However, the 
allowable range decreases since the water-pump-turbine-inlet gas-temperature limit is 
met at progressively lower total hydrogen flow. Thus, the valves a r e  restricted to  being 
fixed at high reference-design points. If the valves were fixed at the 100-percent 
reference-design values, the increasing bleed to total hydrogen flow and corresponding 
decrease in water-pump-turbine-inlet gas temperature would ensure safe operation as 
Total hydro- 
gen flow, 
percent 
100 
60 
40 
100 
60 
40 
TABLE II. - VARIATION O F  BLEED- T O  TOTAL-HYDROGEN 
Bleed- to Water-turbine-inlet 
total-hydrogen gas temperature 
R OK 0 
flow ratio, 
percent 
2.59 1827 1015 
2.78 1729 96 1 
2.89 1690 939 
2.31 2030 1128 
2.59 1905 1058 
2.77 1764 980 
FLOW RATIO WITH WATER-TURBINE-INLET 
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valve settings 
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6 0  
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total hydrogen flow is decreased over the entire range. This compromises bleed suhsysr 
tem turbine performance somewhat because the turbines a re  forced to operate at lower 
inlet gas temperatures; however, no control on the bleed- to total-hydrogen ratio would 
be necessary, and the control system would be further simplified. 
subsystem variation mapping, the entire system was remapped. In mapping the system, 
a closed-loop control was placed around the TTBV to control total hydrogen flow. Poison 
reactivity was used to  vary reactor power level until operational limits were met. The 
WTTV and WTBV were held fixed at their 100-percent design-point values to provide a 
maximum water flow and a fixed bleed to  total hydrogen flow ratio. Turbopump stall 
margins were equalized with a closed-loop control around the bleed-turbine flow-splitter 
valve (BTSV), a combination BTTV and BTBV. 
the system was marginally stable. Small perturbations would produce low frequency and 
lightly damped oscillations in hydrogen flow. The low system damping is, for the most 
part, a result of the head-flow characterist ics of the topping turbopump and the topping 
section of the hydrogen flow system. The marginally stable condition agrees  with the re- 
sults of reference 1, although no qualification as to the degree of stability is given in that 
reference. 
The results of the steady-state mapping of the preliminary reference design is shown 
in figure 6. In this figure, percent of design power is plotted as a function of percent de- 
Operating envelope. - Based on the resul ts  and conclusions drawn from the bleed 
A hydrogen flow control was required to maintain stability. Without flow control, 
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Figure 6. - Prel iminary reference-design-system operating envelope. 
Operating conditions: poison reactivity variable; water tu rb ine  
valves fixed at 100-percent design point; bleed tu rb ine  valves COm- 
bined as flow splitter valve; pump stall margins matched. 
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s'ign total hydrogen flow with percent design chamber temperature as a parameter. The 
operating envelope is formed by system component limits. 
pump stall. The nozzle-coolant-wall-temperature limit lies on a line of constant cham- 
ber  temperature 1 percent above the design value; that is, if chamber temperature were 
increased 1 percent at any hydrogen flow level, the nozzle-coolant-wall temperature 
would be at its limit. Actually, it is not realist ic to have a design point on or  near a 
limit. In this case, chamber temperature is an imposed limit; the actual limit is core- 
wall temperature which lies above the chamber-temperature limit. However, the nozzle- 
coolant-wall temperature is met first. The pump-stall limit is for optimized operation 
with both pump stall margins equal. Under t h i s  condition, the stall limit is least restr ic-  
tive; that is, it would occur at a higher power level than if the power-split ratio of 2 
were adhered to. The lower limit on reactor power is governed by heat-exchanger water 
freezing. This limit coincides approximately with a chamber temperature of 90 percent 
of design. 
operation below about 36-percent hydrogen flow and 32-percent reactor power is not fea- 
sible. Although this does not necessarily preclude startup, it does present a difficult ob- 
stacle. Startup may be possible, however, becau,se transient operation through the re-  
gion below the intersection may be significantly different from steady-state operation. 
Also of significance on the map is the narrow corridor in which the system must be op- 
erated. Undoubtedly, close control of independent system variables would be required to  
reach the design point. The results of the independent mapping done in this study cor- 
roborates the resul ts  of the Lewis study reported in reference 1. 
The upper limit on reactor power is governed by design chamber temperature and 
Because of inter sect ing pump-stall and heat- exchanger - icing limits, steady- st ate 
Transient  Perfor ma nce 
Transient operation of the preliminary reference design was concentrated mainly on 
chilldown and startup in order to determine if the problem of intersecting stall and freez- 
ing limits was restrictive. However, transient operation in the power range was also 
studied. 
Chilldown. - Through use of the digital-simulation model, several  chilldown tran- 
sients were conducted to investigate the effects of varying water temperature and fuel- 
element temperature initial conditions, and the effect of main propellant-valve opening 
rate.  A summary of the results is @;en in the follswing paragraphs. Detailed results of 
the chilldown study a r e  given in reference 3. 
fixed system valve positions. The TTTV and BTTV were closed and the TTBV and BTBV 
Chilldown runs of 5-seconds duration were made at zero  reactor power level and 
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open to 100 percent to  effect a motoring condition. The WTTV and WTBV were held 
fixed at their 100 percent design-point value. 
The primary objective of varying initial water temperature was to determine its ef- 
fect on heat-exchanger icing. Al l  sections of water and walls in contact with the water 
were initialized successively at 530°, 610°, and 720' R (294', 339O, and 400' K). The 
runs indicated that by using a 720' R (400' K) initial water temperature, heat-exchanger 
icing could be avoided for a 5-second-duration chilldown. At this initial water tempera- 
ture, the pressure tube temperature is at its limit. Lower initial water temperatures 
resulted in icing in the heat exchanger prior to  5 seconds. 
Initial fuel- element temperature determines the initial system impedance and is 
therefore reflected in pump-stall performance. This effect was investigated by initializ - 
ing all sections of the core and reentrant fuel assemblies successively at 530°, 720°, and 
1000° R (294O, 400°, and 556' K). The water temperatures and all walls in contact with 
the water were initially at 720' R (400' K). The results showed that increasing the initial 
fuel-element temperature decreased the maximum hydrogen flow. Although stall was ap- 
proached, stall  of neither pump occurred. 
chilldown, level off temporarily, and then increase again, The effect on the heat- 
exchanger-wall temperatures is quite noticeable. The wall temperatures remain about 
30' R (17' K) above freezing mostly because of the increased regenerative heat t ransfer  
in the thrust nozzle. 
- 
The general trend is for hydrogen flow to  increase for the first few seconds of the 
Variation of the main propellant-valve (MPV) opening rate  affects mainly hydrogen 
flow. As  the valve opening ra te  is decreased, nozzle-coolant-tube choking occurs for a 
shorter  period of time. A 5-second M P V  opening rate eliminated choking completely. 
During the first 5 seconds, heat-exchanger minimum wall temperatures increased as the 
valve opening rate increased. The runs also indicated that the combination of high initial 
water temperature and slow valve opening rate considerably limits the cooling ra te  of the 
core because the hydrogen leaving the heat exchanger and entering the core is hotter 
under these conditions. 
Startup transient performance. - The analog-simulation model was used to  initiate 
startup transients from a point in time during chilldown. The initial conditions corre-  
spond closely to the final conditions produced after 5 seconds of chilldown on the digital- 
simulation model. In each of the starts made, control and valve programming were 
varied to define the range over which each parameter would produce a satisfactory 
startup. The water in the core was  assumed to  be preheated t o  680' R (378' K) to help 
prevent immediate freezing and yet not produce an immediate pressure-tube overtemper- 
ature. 
A typical startup from initial chilldown to  the nominal 37-percent point is shown in 
figure 7. The transient was made by ramping reactor power through an ideal control 
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Figure 7. - Thrust transient of preliminary reference-design configura- 
tion. 
around poison reactivity, total hydrogen flow through closed-loop control on the TTBV, 
and the BTTV t o  their nominal 37-percent-point values in 5 seconds. The topping pump 
went into deep stall while the bleed pump went to  motoring. The pressure-tube-wall tem- 
perature exceeded its 719' R (399' K) limit. The heat-exchanger-exit-wall temperature 
went below freezing for  3. 5 seconds. The start was unsatisfactory since stall, freezing, 
and pressure-tube-temperature limits were encountered. The remainder of the study 
was aimed at alleviating these conditions. 
Results of this  study showed that startup could not be achieved without encountering 
pump stall even though pump-stall margins were equalized. Heat-exchanger icing at one 
extreme and excess pressure-tube temperature at the other imposed startup limitations. 
There was an indication, however, that a satisfactory start transient might be achieved 
by preheating the  water to 700' R (389' K), incorporating a controllable TTTV, and 
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properly programming the TTTV. The region of satisfactory transient operation would 
be na r row and control of independent system variables critical. 
System Modifications 
The problems associated with the preliminary reference-design system center 
around heat-exchanger icing and pump stall. These problems were essentially the same 
as those uncovered in the Lewis study reported in reference 1. 
Independent control of water temperature in the heat exchanger would essentially 
eliminate or at least alleviate the icing problem. Since hydrogen flow through the heat 
exchanger has a strong influence on bulk water temperature, a controllable hydrogen by- 
pass flow around the heat exchanger would provide independent water temperature con- 
trol. 
Three potential design modifications were considered: (1) hydrogen bypass around 
the heat exchanger, (2) hydrogen bypass around the nozzle coolant tubes and heat ex- 
changer, and (3) a combination heat-exchanger - topping-turbine bypass. The meri ts  of 
each a r e  discussed in the following sections. A schematic diagram showing these modifi- 
cations is presented in figure 8. 
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Hydrogen to 
topping turbine 
Water to  pump 
-Heat exchanger ii Water from core NHxB% 
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!-Hydrogen from 
PU mps 
Hydrogen to 
topping turb ine 
Water to pump 
cHeat  exchanger 
Water from core 
HxnBvc 
Ma in  
 Hydrogen from 
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i 7  Topping tu rb ine  
Water to pump 
cHeat exchanger 
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from pumps 
(a) Heat-exchanger bypass with flow (b) Nozzle - heat-exchanger bypass. (c) Combination heat-exchanger - topping- 
splitter valve. t u rb ine  bypass. 
Figure 8. - Schematic diagram of split-feed configurations wi th  alternate bypass schemes. 
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The heat-exchanger-bypass configuration represents the most direct solution to 
eliminating or avoiding heat-exchanger icing. However, since the pressure drop across  
the heat exchanger is relatively small, a large valve would be required to  provide a large 
hydrogen bypass flow. This could be overcome by using a flow-splitter valve downstream 
of the heat exchanger. This configuration, however, could impose a flow distribution 
problem on the nozzle- coolant discharge plenum. 
The second configuration considered, the nozzle- heat-exchanger bypass, could pro- 
vide a large bypass flow with a small  valve since the pressure drop across the nozzle 
coolant tubes is quite high. It also provides a low impedance path for most of the hydro- 
gen flow so that pump loading would be lessened somewhat. The main advantage of this 
bypass scheme is that it can be implemented without major mechanical redesign to the 
reactor. Disadvantages include a possible minimum nozzle-coolant-flow requirement 
and a potential hydrogen mixing problem at the topping-turbine- inlet manifold. 
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c i rculat ing 
pumps turbine7 
I tu rb ine  
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Poison 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r \ W a t e r  pump 
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Hydrogen 
Water 
------- Mechanical linkage 
--- 
Pump 
Figure 9. - Schematic diagram of topping cycle configuration wi th flow-splitter 
heat-exchanger bypass. 
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The third configuration incorporates a bypass from the nozzle discharge manifold to  
the core  inlet in parallel with the topping turbine. Although this bypass configuration 
does not require an additional valve, and in fact, replaces the topping-turbine bypass 
valve (thus not increasing system complexity) system flexibility is lost because of the r e -  
sulting interrelation between control of total hydrogen flow and heat-exchanger-bypass 
fraction. 
design was pump stall due to the complexity of ser ies  pumps. In this respect, elimina- 
tion of the bleed system in favor of an all-topping cycle appears to offer a major improve- 
ment in system simplicity, reliability, and ease of operation. However, its growth po- 
tential is limited. A schematic diagram of this system is shown in figure 9. A single 
hydrogen pump is driven with a topping turbine. An auxiliary turbine in parallel, as 
shown, or a power takeoff from the topping turbine would be required to power the water 
and poison pumps. 
sections. Detailed results and discussion a r e  given in reference 4. 
A s  stated previously, one of the problems associated with the preliminary reference 
The performance of each of these four configurations is discussed in the following 
HEAT-EXCHANGER- BYPASS CONFIGURATION 
The heat-exchanger-bypass configuration uses  a flow-splitter valve (HXSV) down- 
s t ream of the heat exchanger to provide a positive restriction to heat-exchanger hydrogen 
flow. 
Steady- State Perfor rnance 
The same control scheme used for the preliminary reference design, except for re- 
actor power control, was used to  map the heat- exchanger-bypass configuration in steady 
state to  determine the extent of increased operating latitude. Only the TTBV and HXSV 
were manipulated. Poison concentration was held fixed at the value required to maintain 
100-percent design-point conditions without bypass flow. The resul ts  a r e  shown in fig- 
ure  10. Percent design reactor power is plotted as a function of percent design total hy- 
drogen flow. In this case, the upper limit to reactor power is governed by design cham- 
ber temperature and pump-stall limits. Again, the nozzle-tube-overtemperature limit 
l ies on a line of constant chamber temperature 1 percent higher than design. The h w e r  
boundary on reactor power is no longer heat-exchanger icing, as in the preliminary ref- 
erence design, but pressure-tube overtemperature and, in a small  region, the topping- 
turbine-power limit. 
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Figure 10. - Operating envelope of heat-exchanger-bypass configura- 
tion. Operating conditions: poison reactivity fixed at 100-percent 
design-point value; water pump turbine valves fixed at 100-percent 
design point; bleed tu rb ine  valves combined as flow-splitter valve. 
The effect of bypassing hydrogen around the heat exchanger is to increase the bulk 
I water temperature. Eventually, the pressure-tube-temperature limit is reached. This 
1 
temperature limit could be increased by changing the material of the pressure tubes; 
however, neutronic considerations in the core could prohibit this. Other possible alter- 
natives would be to  increase the heat-exchanger effectiveness by increasing its length or 
using a counterflow technique. Although these alternatives tend to produce water freez- 
ing, they are feasible since the margin from heat-exchanger icing is larger  than the 
pressure- tube- temperatur e margin. 
As stated earlier, poison reactivity was held fixed throughout the steady-state map- 
ping. With poison reactivity fixed, an increase in heat-exchanger hydrogen bypass flow 
produces an increase in water temperature. This temperature increase, in turn, pro- 
duces a decrease in core  reactivity through the negative water temperature reactivity and 
in reactor power. The map shows that not only does heat-exchanger bypass eliminate 
icing, but is a l so  an effective means for reactor power control. Control of this configur- 
ation can be effected by manipulation of only the TTBV (to control hydrogen flow) and 
HXSV (to control reactor power) with no loss in  system flexibility. Poison control could 
then be relegated to gross  changes in reactor paver. This differs frnm the prelim-inary 
reference design in which poison reactivity was used to control reactor power. 
Steady-state operation below about 24-percent hydrogen flow and 13-percent reactor 
power is not possible because of intersecting stall and pressure-tube-temperature limits. 
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However, this operating point is substantially below the lowest steady-state operating I 
point of the preliminary reference design. 
Transient Performance 
Transient tes ts  were conducted on this configuration with the BTTV and BTBV set to 
match hydrogen pump-stall margins at 35-percent total hydrogen flow and reactor power. 
These valves were held fixed during the transients. All other bleed subsystem valves 
were fixed at their 100-percent design-point positions. Total hydrogen flow was con- 
trolled through a closed-loop control around the TTBV. Poison reactivity was held fixed 
so that reactor power varied as a function of HXSV position. A hydrogen flow increase 
transient from 40 to  100 percent of design value produced by ramping the flow demand in 
1 second with the HXSV held fixed t o  produce an initial hydrogen heat-exchanger-bypass 
flow of 16 percent did not encounter any system limit except for the pressure-tube tem- 
perature. Hydrogen flow increased much faster than reactor power. Although a leading 
hydrogen flow tends t o  produce a freezing condition in the heat exchanger, the bypass flow 
effect reduced this tendency. 
to the preliminary reference-design configuration. A typical transient is presented in 
figure 11 where system variables are shown as functions of time. This transient was 
made by ramping the hydrogen flow reference from 100 to 40 percent in 8 seconds and 
stepping the heat-exchanger-bypass flow fraction from 25 to 50 percent in anticipation of 
an overtemperature condition. The pressure-tube temperature was initially over its limit 
because of the initial heat-exchanger bypass. 
The thrust chamber and nozzle-coolant-tube temperatures went over their respective 
limits. The pressure-tube temperature increased approximately 35' R (19.4' K) over 
and above its initial overtemperature. Both pumps approached but did not enter stall. 
Hydrogen flow decreased faster than reactor power; thus, overtemperature could be ex- 
pected. Subsequent transients showed that by increasing the. bypass-flow-fraction step to 
70 percent overtemperatures could be eliminated. This larger  step in bypass flow frac- 
tion effectively increased the negative reactivity of the water and produced a faster reac- 
tor power reduction. 
is capable of reasonably fast flow modulations between 40- and 100-percent flow through 
control of only hydrogen flow and the heat-exchanger-bypass flow fraction with all-bleed 
subsystem valves and poison reactivity held fixed. The pressure-tube-temperature prob- 
lem indicates that the heat exchanger effectiveness must be optimized to  provide suitable 
margins from heat exchanger icing and pressure  tube overtemperature during heat- 
exchanger -bypass  operation. 
A hydrogen flow decrease transient from 100 to  40 percent produced resul ts  similar 
From these transients, it was concluded that the heat-exchanger-bypass configuration 
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Figure 11. - Flow decrease transient of heat-exchanger-bypass configuration. 
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NOZZLE-HEAT-EXCHANGER-BYPASS CONFIGURATION 
The nozzle-heat-exchanger hydrogen-bypass configuration (NHXBV) eliminates the 
1 need for a large heat-exchanger hydrogen-bypass valve because of the large pressure drop 
in the nozzle coolant passages, as discussed in the section System Modifications. 
Steady-State Per formance 
Steady-state performance of the nozzle-heat-exchanger-bypass configuration was 
mapped holding poison reactivity constant at the 100-percent design-point value obtained 
with zero  heat-exchanger-bypass flow. The only controlling elements were the TTBV 
and NHXBV. The operating envelope is shown in figure 12. The lower boundary of reac- 
tor power is formed by both pressure-tube overtemperature and maximum NHXBV open- 
ing at approximately 40 percent of design chamber temperature. The pressure-tube- 
temperature limit has approximately the same limiting effect as  in the previous configur- 
ation. However, the NHXBV flow capacity limits operation even before toppping-turbine 
power becomes insufficient because of the valve size used and the maximum pressure dif- 
ferential obtainable across  the nozzle coolant tubes. If, as in the previous configuration, 
a flaw-splitter valve had been used, the bypass limit would be removed and replaced by 
the pressure- tube- temperatur e and topping- turbine-power limits. 
Percent design total hydrogen flow 
Figure 12. - Operating envelope of nozzle - heat-exchanger-bypass 
configuration. Operating conditions: poison reactivity fixed at 
100-percent design point; water tu rb ine  valves mixed at 100- 
percent design-point positions; bleed tu rb ine  valves combined 
as flow-splitter valve; pump stall margins matched. 
- ' The stall limit is significantly lower than that for the preliminary reference design, 
particularly as bypass flow is increased. The large heat-exchanger-bypass flow is not 
subject to high nozzle-coolant-tube impedance. Therefore, the overall system operating 
impedance is lowered, and a lower stall limit results. The stall and pressure-tube- 
temperature limits intersect, but at a lower hydrogen flow and reactor power level than 
for the preliminary reference design primarily because of the lower stall limit. 
upper limit of reactor power is determined by a minimum hydrogen bypass flow governed 
by the nozzle-coolant-tube-temperature limit. Only 80 percent of design chamber temper- 
ature is obtainable up to about 70-percent hydrogen flow. A lower bypass flow fraction 
(higher nozzle-heat-exchanger flow) at each hydrogen flow level would cause the nozzle- 
tube-temperature limit to be exceeded. This is caused by the steady-state effect of heat- 
exchanger-bypass flow on reactor power through the bulk water temperature. For higher 
bypass flow fractions (lower nozzle-heat- exchanger flow), the reduction in power caused 
by increased water temperature more than offsets the heating effect of decreased nozzle 
coolant flow on the nozzle tubes. The nozzle-tube-temperature limit could be avoided by 
changing poison reactivity. 
Another interesting result is that the 100-percent design value of poison reactivity is 
the only value that allows operation at the design point. A lower poison reactivity will not 
allow design chamber temperature even at zero heat-exchanger bypass. A higher poison 
reactivity will also not allow design chamber temperature. For if a higher poison reac- 
tivity is introduced, heat-exchanger bypass must be increased to  prevent reactor power 
from exceeding its design value; however, a nozzle-coolant-tube overtemperature would 
result. Therefore, operation at the design point is not possible with other than design- 
point poison reactivity. 
The most significant aspect of the map is the upper operating envelope limit. The 
Transient Performance 
Transient tests were conducted on this configuration to evaluate both flow and reactor 
power transients over the operating range. Poison reactivity was held fixed to provide 
design chamber temperature at 100-percent hydrogen flow with zero  nozzle-heat- 
exchanger bypass. Reactor power varied as  a function of the bypass flow fraction and in- 
herent feedback reactivities. The WTTV and WTBV were fixed at their 100-percent de- 
sign values. The BTTV and BTBV were also fixed at a position which matched the pump- 
stall margins at 40-percent hydrogen fIQw zt design e h ~ ~ ~ b e r  tefiipei-iztiii.e. 
loop around the TTBV was used to  control total hydrogen flow. 
evaluate nozzle- coolant-tube-wall-temper ature transients. The transient at 100- percent 
A c0iiti.d 
Reactor cower transients were conducted at 100- and 40-percent flow primarily to 
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flow is shown in figure 13 where system variables a r e  given as functions of time. The 
transient was made by ramping the NHXBV to a 20-percent open area position in 1 second 
resulting in a heat-exchanger-bypass flow fraction of 34. 5 percent. The reactor power 
dropped t o  79 percent while the average nozzle-tube temperature reached a peak of about 
1200' R (667' K). The initial value was 950' R (528' K) and the final steady-state value 
was 875' R (486' K). Thus, even though the steady-state value was below the nozzle- 
coolant-tube-temperature limit of 965' R (536' K), the transient produced by changing the 
NHXBV with fixed poison reactivity results in rapid nozzle-coolant-tube-wall-temperature 
increases. Reactor power reacts  slowly to changes in heat-exchanger-bypass flow since 
the slow dynamic effect of water temperature is in se r i e s  between them. On the other 
hand, the response of nozzle-coolant-tube temperature t o  bypass flow is much faster. 
After steady-state conditions were reached, the NHXBV was stepped closed, raising 
the reactor power to its initial value. No nozzle-tube overtemperature occurred during 
the reactor power increase transient. Similar results were observed in the power tran- 
sient at 40- per cent hydrogen flow. 
Flow transients were conducted between 40- and 100-percent hydrogen flow with con- 
stant NHXBV positions. In the flow increase transient from 40 to 100 percent, initial re- 
actor power was set  at the maximum value permitted without exceeding the nozzle- 
coolant-tube-wall-temperature limit through use of the NHXBV. The reference total hy- 
drogen flow was ramped from 40 to 100 percent in 1 second. No system limits were en- 
countered during the transient. Because of the relatively high resulting bypass flow, re- 
actor power and chamber temperature increased to final values of only about 80 percent 
of design. 
The initial conditions were the same as the final conditions of the flow increase transient. 
In this case, the total hydrogen flow demand was ramped from 100 to 40 percent in 
5. 5 seconds. The resul ts  a r e  shown in the t ime t races  of figure 14. The nozzle-tube 
temperature peaked at 450' R (250' K) overtemperature and remained over temperature 
for 20 seconds. The chamber temperature and bleed-pump stall limits were approached 
but not reached. 
In general, it may be concluded that a reactor power decrease transient produced by 
NHXBV control with constant poison reactivity will result  in rapid nozzle-coolant-tube 
overtemperature because of the reduced coolant flow. Changing poison reactivity to de- 
c rease  reactor power would not have caused this condition. Flow increase transients can 
be accomplished quite rapidly without changing poison concentration. Flow decreases, 
however, will require poison control to prevent overtemperatures in the nozzle-coolant- 
tube wall. 
A flow decrease transient was made from 100 to 40 percent of total hydrogen flow. 
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Figure 14. - Flow decrease transient of nozzle - heat-exchanger-bypass configuration 
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Heat-Exchanger - Topping-Turbine-Bypass Conf igura t ion  
The heat-exchanger - topping-turbine-bypass configuration was not evaluated by 
using the simulation models. Estimates of general performance were made based on the 
results of the other configurations. 
A prominent characteristic of this configuration is that total hydrogen flow and bulk 
water temperature a r e  uniquely related because the bypass flow is common to both the 
heat exchanger and topping-turbine bypasses. However, the necessary relation between 
these flows required for proper operation of the system does exist; that is, a low bypass 
flow will produce both a high total hydrogen flow and reactor power. A high bypass flow 
will produce the opposite effect. The ra te  of change of reactor power with respect to a 
change in total hydrogen flow, which results from bypass changes, will determine whether 
water freezing or component overtemperature is a problem. Results of the other config- 
urations indicate that the rate would tend to  produce freezing. Therefore, poison control 
would be necessary to maintain a maximum chamber temperature. 
A certain amount of bypass is required for the topping turbine at the design point to 
provide a control margin. Since the heat exchanger will also experience this bypass, the 
water temperature will be higher and produce a more negative reactivity. To operate at 
the design point then, the contribution of poison reactivity to the net reactivity must be in- 
creased. Alternatives include changing core criticality or increasing heat-exchanger ef- 
fectiveness. 
operated satisfactorily over the required flow range with a poison control system. There 
appears, however, to be no advantage to this configuration over the heat-exchanger- 
bypass configuration especially since flexibility is considerably reduced and control com- 
plexity increased. 
In summary, the heat-exchanger - topping-turbine configuration could probably be 
TOP PING -CYCLE CONFIGURATION 
Although the preliminary reference-design configuration is capable of all-topping op- 
eration, an independent topping-cycle design study was made using a new multistage 
axial-flow hydrogen pump driven by a one-stage impulse turbine. The water turbopump 
was the same as for  the preliminary reference-design configuration. Pump and turbine 
performance curves were developed and a preliminary component matching study con- 
ducted to determine main-stage operating conditions. The reactor was the same as that 
used for the preliminary reference design except that t'ne bleed reentrant Iuel deiilelits 
were  eliminated. A heat-exchanger flow-splitter valve (HXSV) w a s  used based on the re -  
sults of the split-feed configurations. A detailed account of the analysis is presented in 
reference 4. 
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With this configuration, only three system control elements were required: the ' 
TTBV controlled hydrogen flow; the HXSV, the bypass fraction; and poison, the reactor 
power level or chamber temperature. With the parallel topping and water pump turbines, 
the TTBV valve acts as a bypass for the water-pump turbine also. An orifice replaced 
the WTTV used in the split-feed configurations. 
Steady-State Performance 
T o  obtain the steady-state operating map, the poison reactivity was held fixed at the 
value required to attain 100-percent design hydrogen flow and reactor power with a 
25-percent bypass fraction. The water-pump turbine was throttled by an orifice fixed to 
provide 1140 pounds per second (517 kg/sec) water flow at the 100-percent design point. 
Hydrogen flow was held fixed by a closed-loop control around the TTBV. Reactor power 
was changed by varying the heat-exchanger-bypass fraction with the HXSV. The results 
of the mapping are presented in figure 15. 
(nozzle-tube-temperature limit is 1 percent higher) above 17 percent flow and by stall be- 
low that flow. The lower limit on reactor power was determined by the topping-turbine 
The upper limit on reactor power is governed by design chamber temperature 
power limit which occurred at about the same level as for the other 
cause of the different pump design, stall occurred at a lower level. 
configurations. Be- 
Percent design total hydrogen flow 
Figure 15. - Operating envelope of topping-cycle config- 
urat ion with heat-exchanger bypass. Operating con- 
ditions: poison reactivity fixed at value corresponding 
to 25-percent bypass at 100-percent design pint; water 
tu rb ine  thrott led wi th  fixed orifice. 
. 
8 
* Two effects noticed in the mapping but not shown here are of interest. To  maintain a 
constant chamber temperature, only about 7 percent variation in heat-exchanger bypass 
was required. Also, water flow was essentially proportional to the hydrogen flow as in 
the preliminary reference design with a variable WTTV. This relation differs consider- 
ably from the split-feed designs with fixed WTTV where water flow is proportional to hy- 
drogen flow to a power greater than 1. The difference is attributed to the different tur-  
bine and valving arrangements. 
It must be pointed out here that the split-feed and topping-cycle designs do not rep- 
resent comparable systems. The components in the split-feed configurations were not 
designed for full topping-cycle operation. 
limit was exceeded for all points within the envelope because of the combination of poison 
concentration and bypass fraction used at the design point. The topping-cycle design only 
serves  to  show that such a system can be as flexible as a split-feed configuration and yet 
be considerably simpler. 
I 
For instance, the pressure-tube-temperature 
Transient Performance 
Flow transients were conducted between 40- and 100-percent flow through manipula- 
tion of the flow reference on the closed-loop control around the TTBV. During the tran- 
sients, poison reactivity was held fixed so that reactor power level varied as a function 
of heat-exchanger-hydrogen-bypass fraction. 
Flow increase transients from 40- to  100-percent flow showed that, as in the split- 
feed configurations, hydrogen flow responded faster than reactor power. Thus, no sys- 
tem limits were  encountered except for the pressure-tube limit, as explained in the sec- 
tion Steady- State Perf or mance. 
figure 16. Initially, hydrogen flow, chamber temperature, and reactor power were at 
100 percent. Poison reactivity was held fixed, and the HXSV was open to 33.4 percent of 
its maximum area.  The hydrogen flow reference was ramped from 100 to 40 percent in 
8 seconds. When the flow ramp was initiated, the HXSV was stepped open to 77. 5 percent 
of its maximum area  in order to obtain an initial reactor power reduction and in anticipa- 
tion of a chamber overtemperature condition, as experienced by the split-feed configura- 
tions. The figure shows that this technique was effective since no chamber overtempera- 
tu re  was encountered. At initiation of the ramp, a small  perturbation in hydrogen flow, 
caused by the momentary increase of system fiow resistance of high fiow iiii;uugh the 
HXSV, resulted in a momentary increase in nozzle-coolant-tube-wall and chamber tem- 
peratures. The pressure-tube-temperature limit was again exceeded. 
As in the case of the split-feed configurations without poison reactivity control, fast 
The resul ts  of a flow decrease transient from 100- to  40-percent flow a r e  shown in 
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F i g u r e  16. - Flow dec rease  t r a n s i e n t  of t o p p i n g - c y c l e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n .  
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hydrogen flow decrease transients produce overtemperature conditions because of the in- 
ability of reactor power to decrease rapidly enough to prevent overtemperatures during a 
rapid hydrogen flow reduction. The use of poison to change reactivity can probably in- 
crease the ra te  of flow reduction by effecting a faster change in reactor power. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A comparison of the qualitative results was made based on system simplicity, sys- 
tem flexibility, control simplicity, and performance. The comparison is discussed, and 
some recommendations a r e  made. 
System Simplicity 
The topping-cycle configuration is the simplest system investigated because the bleed 
hydrogen reentrant tubes and associated bleed subsystem is absent. The split-feed con- 
figurations using variations of heat- exchanger bypass a r e  all comparable to each other 
with respect to complexity. They are, however, more complex than the preliminary ref- 
erence design since they each require an additional valve (NHSBV or  HXSV). 
System Flexibility 
All configurations are superior to the preliminary reference design in flexibility. 
This  superiority is easily seen in comparing the s ize  of the operating envelopes. The 
heat-exchanger - topping-turbine-bypass configuration has the least advantage of the by- 
pass designs because independent control of bypass flour and total hydrogen flow is not 
possible. The nozzle-heat-exchanger-bypass configuration is restricted to  zero  bypass 
at the 100-percent design point because of the nozzle-coolant-tube-overtemperature limit. 
The heat-exchanger-bypass and topping-cycle configurations have the most flexibility as 
reflected in their  large operating envelopes. 
Cont ro l  Simplicity 
The preliminary reference design would undoubtedly require a fine controllable poi- 
son system as would the nozzle-heat-exchanger and heat-exchanger topping-turbine- 
bypass configurations. The other two designs can control chamber temperature at the 
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design point and perform hydrogen flow modulation without fine poison control. The ’ 
topping-cycle design is simpler in that no bleed system control o r  programming is re -  
quir ed. 
System Performance 
With respect to system performance, the nozzle-heat-exchanger and heat-exchanger - 
topping-turbine-bypass configurations will probably require a larger chamber tempera- 
ture  tolerance at the design point using the on-off poison control. The heat-exchanger- 
bypass and topping-cycle configurations can probably hold closer tolerances through con- 
t ro l  of the heat-exchanger bypass. Also, more rapid hydrogen flow transients can prob- 
ably be accomplished with these designs because of the larger range capability of poison 
control. Rapid hydrogen flow transients can be made possible through heat-exchanger- 
bypass flow control to guard against water-loop-temperature limits. The topping-cycle 
configuration has the widest hydrogen flow capability at maximum chamber temperature. 
Conc lus ions  
Based on the  system evaluation presented, the topping cycle is superior to the other 
configurations. While the all-topping cycle is simple and efficient at the particular reac- 
tor power and chamber temperature conditions used in this study, it has poor uprating 
potential, since, for a given reactor, an  all-topping cycle is chamber-pressure limited. 
Also, higher pump heads would require heavier thrust nozzles. Because of the superior 
chamber pressure uprating potential of the split-feed cycle, the heat-exchanger-bypass 
configuration was selected for further study. 
Two design changes within the heat-exchanger-bypass configuration were also indi- 
cated. Performance of the heat-exchanger-bypass configuration results in operation 
close to the pressure-tube-temperature limit. Because a material  change in the core  is 
probably not permissible because of neutronic considerations, lengthening the heat ex- 
changer is required to decrease the water temperature and provide a larger margin to the 
the pressure-tube-temperature limit. The results a l so  indicated that the water flow 
should be increased to  as high a value as possible within the capability of the water turbo- 
pump and bleed hydrogen flow designs. With these changes the pressure-tube tempera- 
ture  would be further reduced and the water-loop thermal response would be improved. 
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REFERENCE- DES IGN CONFIGURATION 
Based on the comparative analysis of the preliminary reference design and its mod- 
ified configurations, the heat-exchanger-bypass configuration was chosen for futher anal- 
ysis. This configuration with the recommended design changes was designated the refer- 
ence design. The design changes incorporated were a 12-percent increase in heat- 
exchanger length and an increase in water flow from 1040 to 1200 pounds per second 
(472 to 544 kg/sec). The system was remapped for steady-state performance and a tran- 
sient chilldown opt im iz at ion made. 
Desig n Changes 
Steady- state mapping was performed to determine the heat-exchanger length required 
to lower the water temperature and to determine a suitable design-point heat-exchanger- 
bypass flow fraction. 
Effect of heat-exchanger length. - The effect of increased heat-exchanger length and 
water flow on water temperature, was investigated at the 100-percent design point for 
ze ro  heat-exchanger bypass. Runs were made at a 1040 pounds per second (472 kg/sec) 
water flow with no increase in heat exchanger length, and at 1200 pounds per second 
(544 kg/sec) water flow with 11-, 12-, and 13-percent increases in heat-exchanger length. 
The exit-heat-exchanger-wall temperatures were 540°, 501°, 498O, and 494' R (300°, 
278O, 277O, and 274' K), respectively. A length increase of 12 percent w a s  chosen to  
decrease the water-loop temperatures as much as possible but with a reasonable margin 
from freezing. 
Effect of heat-exchanger-bypass flow. - The effect of heat-exchanger-bypass flow on 
heat-exchanger and pressure-tube-wall temperatures is shown in figure 17. The data 
were  obtained at 100-percent design chamber temperature for 100- and 41-percent total 
hydrogen flows with water flows of 1200 and 785 pounds per second (544 and 356 kg/sec), 
respectively. The difference between each component temperature and its limit is given 
as a function of heat-exchanger hydrogen bypass flow. 
The heat- exchanger - temperature margin increases and the pres sure- tube- 
temperature margin decreases with increasing h,eat-exchanger-bypass flow. The tem- 
perature margins a r e  greater for the 41-percent than for  the 100-percent level. This 
greater margin is a result primarily of the fact that water flow decreases proportionally 
iess than reactor  power as total iiydrogen flax is re&~zcd. Eezmse ef this, the differ- 
ence between the maximum and minimum temperatures in the water system decreases, 
and larger  temperature margins result. 
The optimum bypass fraction at 100-percent total hydrogen flow level occurs at 
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Heat-exchanger hydrogen bypass flow fraction, percent 
Figure 17. - Effect of heat-exchanger bypass flow on heat-exchanger 
and pressure-tube temperatures. 
9 percent and increases to  11.7 percent at the 41-percent hydrogen level. Since larger 
heat-exchanger-bypass fractions a r e  required at lower power levels, the pressure-tube 
temperature will  generally increase. Therefore, a nominal heat-exchanger bypass at 
the design point should be chosen below the optimum to give the pressure-tube tempera- 
ture  a larger initial margin. A bypass fraction of 8 percent was chosen as a basis for 
further steady-state mapping. This value will also provide a control margin at the de- 
sign point. 
Steady-State Per fo rmance 
Before the reference design was mapped with the design changes to determine its op- 
erating region, a control takeover (CTO) point was established at approximately 
30-percent total hydrogen flow and 12-percent design reactor power, which corresponds 
to  a chamber pressure of 112. 5 psia (77.6 N/cm abs) and a chamber temperature of 
1750' R (972' K). The CTO point is defined as the point above which primary control 
loops a re  closed and required to follow a demand signal. Choice of the CTO point was 
based on a minimum hydrogen flow and reactor power level at  fixed poison reactivity 
which provides a sufficient margin between pump-stall and pressure-tube-temperature 
limits. Minimum hydrogen flow is also considered with respect to thermal response Of 
chamber temperature instrumentation. 
At the CTO point, the pump-stall margins were matched and the resulting BTTV and 
BTBV positions were held fixed. The WTTv and WTBV positions were set a t  the design 
point to produce a water flow of 1200 pounds per second (544 kg/sec) and a bleed- to total- 
2 
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hydvogen flow ratio of 2.6 percent. Poison reactivity was fixed at a value which gave 
100-percent chamber temperature at 100-percent total hydrogen flow with 8-percent heat- 
exchanger bypass. Reactor power was regulated by the HXSV. The resulting operating 
envelope of the reference design is shown in figure 18 where percent reactor power is 
plotted against percent total hydrogen flow. 
The upper boundary of the operating region is governed by design chamber tempera- 
ture  from 100- to 42-percent total hydrogen flow. The nozzle-coolant-tube-temperature 
limit is reached, as in the heat-exchanger-bypass configuration, when the chamber tem- 
perature is increased 1 percent. Below 42-percent flow, pump stall determines the 
upper limit on reactor power. 
sufficient topping-turbine power. This boundary occurs at a higher level than it does for 
the heat- exchanger-bypass configuration (p. 42) because of a higher topping-pump loading, 
and consequently, a higher topping-turbine loading, in the reference-design configuration. 
The balance of the lower boundary, from 78- to 26-percent hydrogen flow, is governed by 
the pressure-tube-temperature limit. Reactor power cannot be further reduced by in- 
creasing the heat- exchanger hydrogen bypass flow. 
From 100- to  78-percent flow, the lower limit on reactor power is governed by in- 
Percent design total hydrogen flow 
Figure 18. - Operating envelope of reference- 
design configuration. Operating conditions: 
poison reactivity fixed at 100 percent design 
value; WTTV and WTBV fixed at design-point 
va!ees !o provide water flow ot 1200 pounds 
per second 1544 kgkec); BTTV and BTBV fixed 
to match stall margins at CTO point; heat- 
exchanger length increased 12 percent; 
8 percent heat-exchanger hydrogen bypass at 
design point. 
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The stall and pressure-tube-temperature limits intersect at 26-percent hydrogen ’ 
flow and 9-percent reactor power. Below this hydrogen flow, poison reactivity must be 
varied to prevent system limits from being exceeded. Additional mapping results for the 
reference-design configuration are presented in reference 5. 
Transient Performance 
The transient performance of the reference design in the power range of operation is 
similar to that of the heat-exchanger-bypass configuration (p. 42) except for the water 
temperatures. The different water temperatures are the result of the heat-exchanger 
length and water flow design changes that were included in the reference design. 
Initial startup studies, which include chilldown and bootstrap, were performed by 
using the digital-simulation model to  develop a procedure which would bring the system 
from zero hydrogen flow and source reactor power level condition to the CTO point with- 
out encountering system operational limits. The CTO point was at 12-percent reactor 
power and 30-percent total hydrogen flow. The valve positions corresponding to  this op- 
erating point, a s  obtained from the analog model steady-state mapping, are as follows: 
TTTV, 100 percent; TTBV, 57. 5 percent; HXSV, 7 8 . 7  percent; BTTV, 46.2 percent. 
The startup studies included effects of initial conditions, initial bootstrap programming, 
and optimization of valve and reactor power programming. 
Effects of initial conditions. - The first step in making the chilldown runs was to ob- 
tain a set of initial conditions for various heat-exchanger-bypass flow fractions and sys-  
tem temperatures. Initial total hydrogen flow was set a t  0. 5 pound per second 
(0.23 kg/sec) by the MPV. The pump speeds and water flow were also held at 10 rpm 
and 100 pounds per second (45.4 kg/sec), respectively. To ensure that the initial tem- 
peratures would stay constant, their corresponding wall thermal capacitances were in- 
creased by 10l2, only for the initial condition runs. Initial conditions were obtained for  
the heat-exchanger-bypass fractions, water temperatures, and core temperatures given 
in table III. In each case, the heat-exchanger, pressure-tube, and side-reflector wall 
temperatures were assumed equal to  the water temperature. 
Starting with the initial conditions produced, 5- t o  20-second-duration chilldawn runs 
were made. All  valves with the exception of the MPV were held in fixed positions; the 
TTTV and BTTV were closed, and the WTTV was wide open. The MPV was programmed 
open in 1 second. The opening rate of the MPv was simulated as a function of t ime cubed. 
Runs were made at different fixed reactor power levels including 0, 0.1, and 1 percent. 
Results of all the runs are also summarized in table I11 using conditions at the end Of 
5 seconds as a basis for comparison. A comparison of the runs shows that initial water 
temperature has the largest effect on the heat-exchanger-wall temperature. Increased 
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TABLE JII. - SUMMARY OF DIGlTAL-MODEL CHILLDOWN RUNS 
Minimum 
Heat- 
=change] 
b y p s s ,  
percent 
Average 
a50 
al 5 
al 5 
"1 5 
al 5 
al 5 
b90 
c90 
OR 
491.1 
510.6 
592.9 
662.4 
511.1 
515.8 
521.4 
693.1 
101.6 
585.5 
585.6 
584.8 
Initial conditions 
OK OR O K  
213.2 498.5 216.9 
283.7 513.8 285.4 
329.4 596.3 331.3 
334.1 666.3 370.2 
283.9 514.2 285.1 
286.6 518.2 281.9 
289.7 522. 8 290.4 
385.4 695.1 386.2 
389.8 702.6 390.3 
325.3 588.2 326.8 
325.3 587.0 326.1 
324.9 581.0 326.1 
i'ater tem- 
verature - 
OR 
- 
530 
530 
6 10 
680 
530 
530 
530 
100 
IO0 
600 
600 
600 -
- 
OK 
- 
294 
294 
339 
318 
294 
294 
294 
389 
389 
333 
333 
333 - 
Core-wall 
em ver atur e 
530 
530 
6 10 
680 
530 
530 
530 
1000 
1610 
1000 
1000 
1000 __ 
- 
OK 
- 
294 
294 
339 
318 
294 
294 
294 
5 56 
894 
5 56 
5 56 
5 56 - 
'mer ,  
ercent 
0.01 
.Ol 
.Ol 
.01 
.1 
1.0 
.Ol 
.1 
. 1  
.1 
.1 
.1 
Feedline flow Power. Poison 
Conditions at end of 5 sec 
Ib/sec 
4.81 
5.31 
5.23 
5. 13 
5.21 
4.29 
5.82 
3. 58 
3.26 
4.02 
4.00 
2.94 
2.31 -3.38 
2.33 -2.44 
2.39 .1 -3.82 
1.95 1.0 -3.14 
2.64 .01 -3.93 
1.62 .11 -1.12 
1.48 . 18 -.EO 
1.82 .45 -3.00 
1.81 .45 -3.00 
1.33 .45 -2.85 
Core-wall temperature I Heat-exchanger wall 
Minimum Average 
aMain propellant valve programmed to open in 1 sec.  
bMain propellant valve programmed to open in 5 sec.  
'Main propellant valve programmed to open in 50 sec.  
initial water temperature produces higher wall temperatures. The effects of initial re- 
actor power and heat-exchanger-bypass fraction a r e  also apparent but to a lesser  degree. 
The effect of initial reactor power on core-wall temperatures is also quite evident. A s  
the initial power level is raised, the core wall responds accordingly. Consideration of 
the core-wall temperatures shows the extreme cooling effect of the cold hydrogen, par- 
ticularly on the first section of the core. Temperatures in this section range from about 
720' to  240' R (400' to 133' K) and a r e  as much as 1200' R (667' K) below the minimum 
allowable fuel-element temperature. The last three runs listed show a comparison of 
various MPV opening ra tes  which were investigated to alleviate the low-core-temperature 
problem. The data indicate only a slight advantage in extending chilldown at slow rates. 
Initial bootstrap. - The chilldown runs were extended to  simulate bootstrap operation. 
The primary purpose of this portion of the study was to investigate general reactor power 
and valve programming which would bring the system to a CTO condition. A successful 
program is one in which pump stall, heat-exchanger icing, and low core temperatures do 
not occur. Bootstrap runs were made with the TTTV, BTTV, and reactor power pro- 
grammed at different ra tes  to reach the CTO point. 
Results of this series of runs led to the conclusions that a TTTV is necessary to pre- 
vent topping pump stall during initial bootstrap; the bleed subsystem valves could be pre- 
set; the pinips a h ~ u l d  be przchi!!ec! to !PCSPT? the probability of pump stall; reactor power 
should be increased with the TTTV opening to prevent heat-exchanger icing; icing in the 
heat exchanger would be no problem with 90-percent heat-exchanger-bypass flow; and a 
core-wall temperature of less  than 1000° R (556' K) was required to prevent pump stall 
during initial bootstrap. 
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Programming optimization. - A s  a result of the chilldown-bootstrap studies, the f d -  
lowing ground rules were established for optimization of valve and reactor power pro- 
gramming: core-wall temperatures were initialized at 1000° R (556' K); core-wall tem- 
peratures are to be maintained as high as possible during startup to the CTO point; and 
light pump stall for s h ~ ~ l  durations is acceptable. 
T o  find the best valve programming to  the CTO point that satisfied the ground rules, 
a series of three startup r u n s  was made where the core walls were fictitiously held con- 
stant at 1000° R (556' K) to eliminate finding a reactor power program to keep this tem- 
perature. The startup procedure for  the runs w a s  to open the MPV, wait for chilldown, 
and program open the turbine-throttle valves. The BTTV was programmed to open to 
15, 33, and 50 percent for  the three runs to  cover a range of pump-power-split ratios. 
If the pumps were not in stall at the end of the throttle-valve programming, the TTBV 
was programmed to its CTO point value. For all three runs, reactor power was ramped 
at 0.1 percent per second and the HXSV was held fixed. The resul ts  of these runs a r e  
discussed in reference 5. 
CTO point was as follows: 
On the basis of these runs, the startup procedure from initiation of chilldown to the 
(1) Initialize reactor power at 0.1 percent. 
(2) Preset  HXSV to 78.7 percent open. 
(3) Initialize TTTV and BTTV at zero percent, TTBV at 100 percent open. 
(4) Open MPV and increase reactor power at approximately 0.13 decade per second 
(5) After chilldown, open TTV at 20 percent per second to 100 percent open, open 
and permit 5 seconds of chilldown. 
BTTV at 9.24 percent per second to 46.2 percent open, and continue reactor power in- 
crease at 0.13 decade per second to  2.0 percent reactor power. 
actor power increase at 0.06 decade per second. 
After approximately 25 seconds, the system should be at or near the CTO point. 
(6) When throttle valves a r e  open, close the TTBV to 57. 5 percent and continue re- 
REFERENCE-DESIGN CONTROL SYSTEM 
A control analysis was performed on the reference-design configuration. The se- 
lected control system is described and its operation discussed. An alternate control sys- 
tem is also presented. An evaluation of the control system is made over a typical oper- 
ational cycle. References are given for a control system specification and design. 
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CONTROL ANALYSIS 
System control schemes were formulated for  the reference design. Open-loop dy- 
namic analysis and closed-loop response of the primary controls were evaluated, and a 
control scheme selection was made. A thorough treatment of this analysis is given in 
reference 5. 
Contro l  Philosophy 
After the performance of the reference design was evaluated, control schemes were 
formulated to begin conceptual design of a complete control system. These schemes con- 
sist of primary controls used to  control thrust through chamber pressure control and 
specific impulse through chamber temperature control, and auxiliary controls used to  
protect system components and augment the primary controls. Each scheme uses the 
topping-turbine-bypass valve to  control chamber pressure. Chamber temperature is 
controlled by manipulation of the HXSV or  the poison reactivity, or  a combination of the 
two, with or without a reactor power control loop. Water temperature is controlled 
within limits by the control element not used t o  control chamber temperature. A control 
system for  matching pump-stall margins by manipulation of the BTSV was also consid- 
er ed. 
Contro l  Scheme Evaluation 
The evaluation of the control schemes w a s  conducted in three steps. First, open- 
loop transfer functions were obtained relating the independent control elements to system 
variables. Second, controller networks were synthesized. Finally, closed-loop controls 
were evaluated under both isolated and interacting conditions. 
Open-loop response. - Response testing was conducted through use of the analog- 
simulation model. Open-loop transient responses of chamber pressure, chamber tem- 
perature, reactor power, and bulk water temperature to small steps of TTBV position, 
HXSV position, and poison reactivity were obtained at 100- and 59-percent total hydrogen 
flows at 100-percent chamber temperature, and the CTO point at 30-percent total hydro- 
gen flow at 39-percent chamber temperature. Transient data were recorded, and the 
frequency response of each transfer-function combination was calculated by use of a 
digital-convolution program. Transfer functions were calculated to  approximate the fre- 
quency response for use in root locus synthesis. 
Control system synthesis. - Proportional-plus-integral controllers were used to  
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keep controller complexity to a minimum; root locus plots were made of the character- 
istic equation for a range of controller gains and break frequencies. From the root locus 
plots, a set of parameters was chosen for each primary control scheme based on desired 
damping ratios and response time for the dominant transient mode. 
Closed-loop evaluation. - Having obtained initial design parameters for the chamber 
pressure and chamber temperature controllers, a closed-loop analysis of the primary 
control system was conducted on the analog-simulation model. Nine modifications of the 
basic temperature control schemes were also studied in an attempt to improve closed- 
loop dynamics or broaden engine operating capability. Several schemes were eliminated 
at this point. Acceptable schemes were tested around the CTO point to investigate non- 
linear effects. Closed-loop evaluations were made at three operating conditions: the de- 
sign point, 59-percent hydrogen flow at 100-percent chamber temperature, and the CTO 
point a t  30-percent hydrogen flow and 39-percent chamber temperature. 
Contro l  Scheme Select ion 
Based on the foregoing closed-loop analysis, primary controls were selected. These 
controls were combined with auxiliary controls and formed the basis for the complete 
reference-design control system. An alternate set of controls was also selected. A 
brief description is given here. A more complete description of the selected and alter-  
nate control systems is presented in subsequent sections. 
TTBV to control chamber pressure and a control of the HXSV to control chamber temper- 
ature without an internal reactor power control loop. To obtain satisfactory response 
over a wide range, the initially chosen parameters of the chamber pressure controller 
were modified, and the gain of the chamber temperature control was made a function of 
the chamber pressure. 
Auxiliary control. - Auxiliary controls were designed to protect system components 
in the water loop, to provide poison reactivity augmentation of the chamber temperature 
primary control during wide thrust transients, and to  control reactor power during the 
start transient below the CTO point. The poison reactivity augmentation consists of rela- 
tively fast  insertion or  withdrawal rates when the chamber temperature e r r o r  reaches a 
prescribed level. 
unforeseen difficulties should arise with the selected system. The chamber pressure 
control loop is the same as in the selected system. Chamber temperature, however, is 
controlled by poison reactivity insertion or withdrawal ra ther  than by varying heat- 
exchanger-bypass flow. To  obtain close temperature control with on-off poison valves, 
Primary control. - The primary control scheme chosen consisted of a control of the 
Alternate control. - An alternate control system was conceptually designed for  use if 
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the Bystem contains a pulse width modulation feature. With this feature, the length of 
time during which a valve is open, and thus the  average poison insertion and removal 
rate, is proportional to the temperature e r ro r  signal. The same control loop controls 
reactor power during startup. Water temperature is controlled with the HXSV. 
SELECTED CONTROL SYSTEM 
The control system selected from the control analysis is described and its operation 
explained in detail. 
Description 
The major components of the control system consist of system sensors,  control 
Controller 
- 
- Vehicle 
demands 
Figure 19. - Reference-design configuration and control system. Heat-exchanger-wall temperature, THX; pressure-tube-wall temperature, TpT; neutron 
flux, (P; chamber pressure, P,; chamber temperature, T,. 
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(c l  Auxi l iary poison reactivity augmentation and  reactor power control .  
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valves, a controller, and a control programmer. The control valves depend on output 
signals from the controller for their operation, and the sensors  provide feedback signals 
t o  the controller. The system controller incorporates the compensation networks and 
switches of the primary controls which control chamber pressure and temperature and 
auxiliary controls which protect system components and augment the primary controls. 
The control programmer provides reference and logic signals which program the various 
control functions based on vehicle command signals. A reference-design system and 
control system schematic is presented in figure 19 to show the interrelation of the con- 
t rol  system components. A schematic drawing of the control system controller and its 
interfaces is shown in figure 20. 
Primary Controls 
The primary controls provide closed-loop control of chamber pressure and tempera- 
ture. These controls a r e  active during system operation between the CTO and design 
levels. Below the CTO point, the control loops are open and the position of the HXSV 
and TTBV a r e  determined by position reference signals from the control system pro- 
grammer.  A schematic diagram of the primary controls used with the control system is 
shown in figure 20(a). 
Chamber pressure control. - Chamber pressure control is effected through action of 
the TTBV on topping-turbine power which in turn determines total hydrogen weight flow. 
The TTBV receives a position reference signal from the system controller. A valve po- 
sition loop and servoactuator components provide valve positioning. Controller feedback 
is provided by a chamber pressure sensor. Below the CTO point, the CTO pressure 
sensing switch is in the TTBV position control position. A TTBV position reference sig- 
nal is compared with the position demand signal. Any existing e r ro r  is passed through 
the controller Compensation network which varies the position demand signal to null the 
e r ro r .  Operation of the CTO pressure sensing switch occurs when the chamber pressure 
sensor signal received by the control system programmer exceeds the CTO reference 
level. A t  this time, the input to the compensation network is zero,  and the output of the 
compensation network is the desired position demand signal. Thus, a zero input signal 
exists at the compensation network of the valve positioner and abrupt valve motion is 
avoided. Above the CTO pressure, the chamber pressure control loop is closed and fol- 
lows a chamber pressure reference signal generated in the control programmer. 
through action of the HXSV on the heat-exchanger hydrogen bypass flow. A wide-open 
position of this valve corresponds to 100-percent bypass flow. The HXSV receives a po- 
sition reference signal f rom the system controller and, through its position loop and 
Chamber temperature control. - Chamber temperature controi is accunipiished 
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servoactuator components, provides a valve position. Feedback in this loop is provided 
by a temperature sensor in the thrust chamber. The chamber temperature control oper- 
ates similar to the chamber pressure control. The control becomes active above the 
CTO temperature. A smooth transition between the open and closed control modes as in 
the chamber pressure control is provided. The controller gain is a function of chamber 
pressure to  permit the temperature control to  adapt to the nonlinearity of the system. 
Auxiliary Controls 
The auxiliary controls a r e  used in the control system to  protect components within 
the water system, to provide poison reactivity augmentation of the chamber temperature 
control during power range transients, and to provide reactor power control during the 
start transient below the CTO point. A schematic diagram of the auxiliary controls is 
shown in figures 2003) and (c). 
Water temperature control. - Components within the water system are protected 
from over-limits by an auxiliary water temperature control used in conjunction with the 
poison system. Six poison control valves provide poison insertion o r  extraction ra tes  
which produce initial reactivity changes. These valves receive logic signals to  either 
open or close. The water temperature control prevents the aluminum pressure-tube-wall 
temperature from exceeding 7 19' R (399' K) and the heat-exchanger-exit-wall tempera- 
ture  from falling below 492' R (273' K). The control is inactive below the CTO point and 
the poison valves remain closed. A CTO sensing switch, which is actuated when both 
CTO temperature and pressure a r e  reached, makes the control active between the CTO 
and design levels. Although the control is active during thrust transients as well as in 
steady-state operation, its performance is relatively insignificant during the transients. 
On reaching a particular operating level, the final position of the HXSV is not pre- 
dictable exactly and therefore the resulting bulk water temperature is also not predictable. 
An optimum bulk water temperature or centered value at the design point provides a mar-  
gin of approximately 38' R (21' K) between both the aluminum pressure-tube-wall tem- 
perature and its limit of 719' R (399' K) and the heat-exchanger-exit-wall temperature of 
492' R (273' K). The HXSV position which approximates this condition is 15 percent 
open. The auxiliary water temperature control functions to find this centered bulk water 
temperature at all conditions above the CTO point. The auxiliary water temperature con- 
t rol  schematic is shown in figure 20(b). 
temperature signals and their respective limit bias. These analog signals a r e  passed 
through diodes and summed. The resultant water temperature e r r o r  is then channeled 
through the CTO sensing switch to  diodes which provide logic signals to the poison valves. 
Er ror  signals a r e  produced by the heat-exchanger-exit and pressure-tube-wall- 
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If'the water temperature e r ro r  is positive, the 1-cent-per-second poison valve is opened, 
and the -1-cent-per-second poison valve is closed. If the e r r o r  is negative, the valves 
reverse  their position. Control action is continued until the e r ro r  is removed. To avoid 
a hysteresis bias through a switch whenever a finite water temperature e r ro r  exists. 
Should a temperature limit be exceeded, corrective action to  adjust bulk water tempera- 
ture  will continue beyond the point where the error is just removed. At this point, even 
though neither the heat-exchanger-exit or  pressure-tube-wall-temperature limits a r e  ex- 
ceeded, the water temperature e r ro r  will be finite and will energize the poison valves 
until the margin from the heat-exchanger-wall temperature equals the margin from the 
pressure-tube-wall temperature. When this occurs, bulk water temperature is centered. 
The HXSV can be closed without exceeding the heat-exchanger-exit-wall-temperature 
limit. Should this occur, the chamber temperature control loop will lose control. A s  a 
precaution against this loss of control, logic is provided which will  introduce the hyster- 
esis bias when a HXSV closed signal is received. This will recenter the bulk water tem- 
perature and permit the HXSV to return to  i ts  approximate 15 percent open nominal value. 
Poison augmentation control. - During a start transient from the CTO to the design 
point, the primary chamber temperature control is too slow to enable the chamber tem- 
perature to follow its reference closely and large chamber temperature e r r o r s  result. 
The e r r o r s  increase in magnitude during the transient. The poison augmentation control 
functions to prevent these large e r r o r s  through use of the poison system. The introduc- 
tion of reactivity by reducing poison concentration during the start transient has the effect 
of increasing power rapidly which tends to  reduce the temperature e r ror .  The converse 
is t rue for shutdown transients. A schematic diagram of this control is shown in fig- 
ure  20(c). 
The control is active between the CTO and design levels. The chamber temperature 
e r r o r  generated in the primary control is passed through a CTO temperature sensing 
switch and a reactor power level sensing switch to four comparitors. The signal is com- 
pared with positive and negative values of two bias levels, *looo R (55.6' K) and *350° R 
(194' K). The output of each comparitor is fed to analog-to-digital converters, which 
transform the analog signal into open-close logic signals. These signals actuate four 
poison valves at initial reactivity changes of 3, -3 ,  6, and -20 cents per second. When 
the chamber temperature e r ro r  is between 0 and +looo R (55.6' K), no valve action oc- 
curs; between 100' and 350' R (55.6' and 194' K) the 3-cent-per-second valve is open; 
signals greater than 350' R (194' K), both 3- and 6-cent-per-second valves a r e  open to 
give a reactivity increase of 9 cents per second. 
as a shutdown transient, the poison augmentation control functions similarly. 
chamber temperature e r r o r  below -100' R (55.6' K), an initial reactivity change of 
I 
I e r ro r  oscillations about either limit, logic is incorporated in the control which introduces 
During transients in which negative chamber temperature e r r o r s  a re  generated, such 
For a 
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-3 cents per second is introduced; for e r r o r s  above -350' R (194' K), -23 cents per sec- 
ond is introduced. 
Reactor power control below control takeover point. - The primary chamber temper- 
a ture  control, which uses  reactor power as its means to control chamber temperature, is 
active between the CTO and design-point levels. Below the CTO, reactor power control 
is required for  the dry core power buildup and chilldown-bootstrap phases. However, it 
is not possible o r  practical to use  the chamber pressure control loop during these phases. 
The auxiliary reactor power control functions to fulfill these control requirements by 
controlling reactor power directly with poison reactivity. A schematic diagram of the 
control, which is a part of the auxiliary poison reactivity augmentation control, is shown 
in figure 20(c). 
the reactor power from approximately (source level) to 0.05-percent design power 
and hold that power level until chilldown starts.  The buildup is initiated by a control pro- 
grammer logic signal which opens the 3-cent-per- second poison reactivity valve. When 
a power level of approximately 0.05 percent is attained, the programmer logic signal is 
removed and the power sensing switch closes to provide closed-loop power level control. 
Log power i s  used as the control parameter in the closed-loop control. A log power ref- 
erence signal is generated in the control programmer and compared with a log power 
sensor signal. The resulting e r r o r  passes through the CTO temperature and power level 
sensing switches and into the poison control valve network which operates to null out the 
existing error.  A l l  poison valves remain closed if the magnitude of the e r r o r  is within 
the 0.0267-decade deadband. A log power e r r o r  between 0.0933 and 0.0267 decade in 
magnitude w i l l  actuate the *3-cent-per-second valves depending on the e r r o r  direction. 
An e r r o r  larger than 0.0933 decade will actuate the 6- and -20-cent-per-second valves, 
again, depending on the e r ro r  direction. 
vides a power increase according to  a log power reference signal generated within the 
control system programmer. In this phase, valve and power programming is critical 
since hydrogen flow and reactor power must increase in such a way as to  (1) avoid pump 
stall by matching the pump stall margins, and (2) maintain relatively high core-wall tem- 
peratures to avoid tungsten embrittlement and bring the system to the CTO point in a 
short t ime period. 
and the primary chamber temperature control becomes active, as discussed in a previous 
section, Chamber temperature control. 
Programmed valves. - In addition to  the primary control-loop valve programming 
below the CTO point, other valves are used in startup and shutdown sequences. These 
are shown at the bottom of figure 20(a). The MPV receives a logic signal from the SYS- 
The objective of the auxiliary control during the dry core power buildup is to  bring 
During the chilldown-bootstrap operational phase, the closed-lmp power control pro- 
When the CTO temperature is reached, the CTO temperature sensing switch closes 
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tem programmer to open or  close at a predesignated rate. The TTTV varies topping- 
turbine power and the BTSV varies power to the first-stage hydrogen pump turbine during 
startup and shutdown transients below the CTO point. Both valves receive logic signals 
from the system programmer to open or close at preset  rates. 
ALTERNATE CONTROL SYSTEM 
An alternate control system was conceptually designed as a technical backup system 
to the selected system. The system is described and its functions discussed. 
Primary Controls 
The primary controls use poison reactivity rate as the basic independent variable to  
control chamber temperature instead of the HXSV as in the selected control system. A 
schematic diagram of the system is shown in figures 21(a) and (b). 
ure  21(a) is similar to that of the selected control system. It provides for both closed- 
loop control of chamber pressure and open-loop TTBV positioning. 
Chamber temperature and power level control. - The chamber temperature control 
shown schematically in figure 21@) uses pulse width modulation (PWM) of three poison 
reactivity ra te  valves to make the average poison rate proportional t o  the chamber tem- 
perature e r ror .  Thus, close quasi-continuous control of chamber temperature is pro- 
vided within a small  deadband. The same control loop controls reactor power level below 
the CTO point. 
Above the CTO point, a chamber temperature e r ro r ,  generated from feedback and 
controller reference signals, passes through the power level and CTO temperature sens- 
ing switch. I t  is compared with positive, negative, and biased signals of a fixed maxi- 
mum amplitude triangular wave generator. The output of the comparitors are logic sig- 
nals used to  operate three poison rate valves, *9 and -15 cents per second. For a posi- 
tive chamber temperature e r ror ,  the 9-cent-per-second valve is open whenever the t r i -  
angular wave amplitude is below the e r ro r  and closed for  the remainder of the duty cycle. 
This  corrective action reduces the t ime duration that the triangular wave amplitude is 
less than the chamber temperature error ,  thereby reducing the open duration t ime for the 
9-cent-per- second valve and decreasing the average poison rate. The -9-ceiit-pzr- 
second valve behaves similarly for negative chamber temperature e r rors .  If this e r ro r  
is negative and greater than the maximum triangular wave amplitude, the -9-cent-per- 
second valve is open continuously and the -15-cent-per-second valve opens when the bi- 
Chamber pressure control. - The chamber pressure control loop shown in fig- 
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ased waveform is less than the chamber temperature e r r o r  magnitude, thus providing 
-24 cents per second of reactivity. The resulting average poison ra te  as a function of 
chamber temperature e r ro r  is shown in the block next to the chamber temperature con- 
t rol  schematic. 
Below the CTO point, the chamber temperature control loop becomes a reactor 
power control. In this mode, it functions similarly to the reactor power control of the se-  
lected control system. From source level to approximately 0.05-percent design power, 
an external signal from the control programmer is used to  actuate the poison valves. 
When 0.05-percent power is reached, the power level and CTO temperature sensing 
switch switches to closed-loop power control. The control loop then follows a program- 
med power reference to a CTO point where the chamber temperature control-loop be- 
comes active. 
' 
Auxiliary Controls 
Auxiliary controls for the alternate control system include only a water temperature 
control loop. The reactor power level control in this system is part of the chamber tem- 
perature control. 
The water temperature is controlled with a closed loop around the HXSV. Open loop 
position control is also provided. A schematic diagram of the control is shown in fig- 
u re  21(c). 
Signals from sensors measuring the heat-exchanger-exit and aluminum pressure- 
tube-wall temperatures a r e  summed and compared with the sum of the wall-temperature 
limits. Above the CTO point, the e r ro r  passes through the CTO sensing switch to a 
proportional-plus-integral controller which sends a valve position reference signal to the 
HXSV positioner. The controller output continues to integrate as long as an input e r ro r  
exists. In steady state, with zero error ,  the midpoint of the sensed wall  temperatures 
equals that of their respective limits. Thus, the temperatures differ from their limits 
by equal amounts thereby maintaining a centered water temperature as in the selected 
control system. 
Below the CTO point, an open loop HXSV positioning control is active. The resulting 
closed loop causes the valve position signal to follow the input reference signal generated 
in the control programmer. Also, MPV, TTTV, and BTSV position control is provided 
for  startup and shutdown programming. 
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED AND ALTERNATE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
The difference between the selected and alternate control systems lies in the basic 
control philosophy applied to  each system. The two control elements, HXSV and poison, 
provide the means for controlling water and chamber temperatures simultaneously 
through the heat-exchanger-bypass flow and reactor power. The HXSV is capable of con- 
tinuous variation while the poison system is inherently discontinuous. Also, water and 
chamber temperature react slowly to  changes in HXSV position, while these same de- 
pendent variables a r e  affected quite rapidly with poison variation. These control-element 
characteristics form the basis of two control philosophies, continuity and response, used 
in the selected and alternate systems. 
The selected system uses  the continuous feature of the HXSV to provide close, exact 
control of chamber temperature with poison augmentation to  improve the response. The 
inherently discontinuous action of poison insertion or extraction controls water tempera- 
tu re  which can vary safely within a deadband. On the other hand, the alternate control 
system uses  the high response characteristic of poison to  control chamber temperature 
which requires rapid response. The PWM feature compensates for discontinuity by pro- 
viding for  quasi-continuous control. The lower response control element HXSV is used 
to  control water temperature whose t ime response is less important. 
augmentation control for chamber temperature. A s  for the alternate control system, its 
chief advantage is the possibility of closer reactor power control during startup and 
closer chamber temperature control during startup, thrust transients, and shutdown. 
The ideal characteristics of the PWM may be difficult to achieve and would result  in a 
small  chamber temperature deadband o r  oscillation. The chief disadvantage is the con- 
tinual poison valve actuation. Also, because of the separation of HXSV and poison con- 
t rol  functions, the control system appears more susceptible to system failures. 
Reliability is the chief factor leading to the choice of an HXSV primary and poison 
EV ALU AT10 N 
The selected control system was evaluated over a major portion of the system oper- 
ational cycle on the analog-simulation model and over the complete cycle on the digital- 
simulation model. The operational cycle is described and resul ts  of the evaluation on 
both models presented. 
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Operational Cycle 
Briefly, the operational cycle consists of a dry core power buildup, a chilldown 
bootstrap phase to the CTO point, a thrust transient to the design point, thrust modula- 
tions between 100 and 50 percent at maximum specific impulse (chamber temperature), 
and a shutdown transient. Aftercooling is not included. The cycle is controlled by com- 
mand signals generated within the control system programmer. These signals produce 
primary and auxiliary control action which in turn generate operational results. A sche- 
matic diagram of control system and programmer including all primary controls, auxil- 
iary controls, and logic elements along with a description of the programmer sequence 
during a typical operational cycle is presented in reference 5. 
Analog-Model Evaluation 
A major portion of the control system was evaluated on the analog model over most 
of the system operating range. The system was brought to the CTO point by ramping the 
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Figure 22. - Transient performance of reference design without poison reactivity augmentation. 
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TTBV and the poison reactivity. The primary controls took over automatically. The 
chamber pressure and temperature reference signals were ramped to their design point 
values. At the design point, a reactivity ramp caused by fuel depletion, and two reactiv- 
ity steps were simulated to demonstrate the action of the auxiliary controls. The cham- 
ber pressure reference was reduced to 50 percent and then increased back to 100 percent 
with the chamber temperature reference held constant. Finally, the chamber pressure 
and temperature references were ramped to their CTO values. The control system per- 
formance was satisfactory over all the system operating cycle that was evaluated. The 
transients produced in this study a r e  described in detail in reference 5. 
transients between the CTO and design point were run on the analog model with only the 
primary and poison augmentation controls active. The results of these transients a r e  
shown in figures 22 and 23, which show plots of chamber temperature as a function of 
chamber pressure. The system operating envelope is also shown. The envelope applies 
only to steady-state relations, whereas the pressure-temperature locus is a transient 
relation. 
I 
Effect of poison augmentation. - To evaluate the effectiveness of poison augmentation, 
. .  
In one transient, the poison reactivity was held constant while neither the poison 
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augmentation in the chamber temperature control nor the water temperature control was 
active. The chamber pressure and temperature reference signals were ramped from 
their 100 percent to CTO values in 30 seconds. The resulting transient went from point 1 
to  point 7 in figure 22. The chamber temperature was above its reference for the entire 
ramp. Both pumps went into stall at point 2 and remained there for 7 seconds. After 
coming out of stall, the system followed the circuitous path through points 3, 4, 5, 6, 
and finally terminated at point 7, the CTO point. A t  point 4, the pressure-tube-wall tem- 
perature reached a peak of 732' R (407' K) and was above its limit for 37 seconds. 
were ramped to  their 100-percent values in 15  seconds. The path from point 7 to 8 re -  
sulted. The chamber temperature lagged f a r  behind its reference. The hydrogen flow 
peaked at 100 pounds per second (45.4 kg/sec) at a chamber temperature of 3600' R 
(2000' K). The time traces,  not shown, indicated that the heat-exchanger-exit-wall tem- 
perature barely reached the freezing point and remained there for approximately 12 sec- 
onds. Also, they showed that the HXSV went fully closed about halfway through the tran- 
sient indicating that chamber pressure control was lost. The HXSV began to open 14 sec- 
onds after the r amp  ended. 
loop was active, but the water temperature control remained inactive. As  in the previous 
run, the chamber pressure and temperature were ramped from 100 percent to CTO 
values in 30 seconds, and back up in 15  seconds. The result is shown in figure 23. 
The decrease transient followed the path from point 1 to 2 and circled through point 3 
to  point 4, the CTO point. The increase transient followed the path through points 4 to 6. 
No system limits were exceeded on either transient. Because of the poison augmentation, 
the chamber temperature lagged its reference much less  than in the unaugmented tran- 
sient. 
These transients clearly demonstrate the need for poison augmentation in the cham- 
ber temperature control loop. 
Malfunction analysis. - A malfunction analysis of the engine and control systems was 
performed using the analog model. The analysis included valve failures which result in 
full open or closed positions and control signal loss from sensors. The effects of addi- 
tional failures were deduced from the simulated failures. Corrective or preventative ac- 
tion was recommended and the resulting performance evaluated. 
cording to  (1) performance not significantly affected, (2) performance degraded, and 
(3) safe emergency shutdown. Included in the second category are loss of precise cham- 
ber pressure o r  temperature control and reduced operating point. The third item in- 
cludes interruption of the startup sequence o r  a premature shutdown, both without signif- 
icant damage t o  the system. Effects on mission a r e  not covered. 
After steady-state conditions were achieved at the CTO point, the reference signals 
In the next transient, the poison augmentation in the chamber temperature control 
The resul ts  of recommended corrective or preventative actions are categorized ac- 
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The recommended action for each failure requires the use of additional equipment not 
considered in the control system and programmer. This additional equipment includes 
sensors  for valve position limits and control signal loss. In some cases, recommenda- 
tions include system design changes. In comparing alternate corrective actions, com- 
plexity of the required additional components was considered. The detailed descriptions 
of the malfunctions, corrective or preventative actions, and resulting performance are 
described in reference 5. 
One of the most significant results of the malfunction analysis resulted from the 
BTTV fail-close simulation. The effect of such a failure at 100-percent design conditions 
is shown in figure 24, which presents several system variables as functions of time. The 
BTTV was stepped closed from a steady-state condition. After a mild transient, the 
TTBV closed to about 1 percent of its maximum area  and the topping pump assumed the 
full system load at the 100-percent design point. Even under this condition, the topping 
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Figure 24. - Transient performance of reference design t o  BTTV fail-close signal. 
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puikp had an adequate stall margin. No limits were exceeded during or after the tran- 
sient. The final steady-state conditions attained with a propellant tank pressure of 
2 2 35 psia (24 N/cm abs) indicated a pressure drop of 5 psi (3. 5 N/cm ) across  the MPV, 
a drop of 17 psi (11.7 N/cm ) across the motoring bleed pump, and a static pressure of 
2 13 psia (9 N/cm abs) at the inlet to the topping pump. Since the saturation pressure of 
liquid hydrogen at 40' R (22' K) is 24 psia (16.5 N/cm abs), the topping pump would ac- 
tually have been cavitating. With this condition, the chamber pressure and temperature 
reference signals would have to be reduced to bring the system to an operating level that 
the topping pump could maintain without cavitation. 
and bleed pump second, the inlet to the topping pump would not be subjected to the large 
static pressure drop produced by the motoring bleed pump. With t h i s  change, the topping 
pump would not cavitate (if appropriate design changes were assumed made to the topping 
pump) and could carry the entire system load at the 100-percent design point without cor- 
rective action; however, the control margin would be narrow. This aspect of ser ies ,  
pump operation exemplifies the inherent reliability (redundancy) in such a system. 
reversed to provide full design-point capability in the event of a BTTV and/or TTBV 
close-failur e. 
2 
2 
If the topping and bleed pumps were reversed in order, that is, topping pump first 
From this analysis, it w a s  concluded that the order of the hydrogen pumps should be 
Dig i ta  I - Model Eva I u at io n 
A simulation of the complete control system w a s  incorporated in the digital- 
simulation model as a separate subroutine. The subroutine included all primary, auxil- 
iary, and logic control functions of the control system and programmer. 
Performance evaluation tes t s  were conducted on the complete simulation model cov- 
ering the entire operational cycle. The cycle segments included chilldown and initial 
bootstrap, continuation of bootstrap to  CTO, thrust buildup from CTO to design point, 
chamber pressure transients at design chamber temperature, shutdown from design point 
to  CTO, and scram from CTO. A digital computer run was made for each segment using 
the final conditions of the previous segment for the initial conditions of the following seg- 
ment. In this way, a continuous operational cycle was obtained. Detailed results of each 
segment run a r e  given in reference 5. A summary of the complete operational cycle is 
given in the following sections. 
A summary of digital-model results of a complete start cycie consisting of 5 seconds 
of chilldown, 20 to  25 seconds of bootstrap to the CTO point, and 15 seconds of thrust 
buildup to  the design point is presented in figure 25. Reactor power level, chamber pres- 
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sure, and chamber temperature a r e  given as functions of time. Also shown is the major 
control system sequencing and valve programming associated with the s tar t  cycle. 
Chilldown and initial bootstrap. - The start of this segment corresponds to zero time. 
At this time, the M P V  receives a signal to  open. The HXSV is positioned at 78.7 percent 
open, the TTBV at 100 percent open, and the BTTV and TTTV closed from programmer 
reference signals. Reactor power level is initially at 0. 1 percent and on closed-loop 
cont r 01. 
The MPV was programmed open in 1 second and the log-power reference w a s  in- 
creased from log 0 . 1  percent to log 2 percent in 10 seconds. A t  5 seconds elapsed time, 
the TTBV and BTTV were ramped open to 100 and 46.2 percent, respectively, in 5 sec- 
onds. The resulting transient is shown in figure 25(a). 
The reactor power level followed the reference level closely for most of the transient 
verifying that the power control was able to  produce the desired power transient. Cham- 
ber temperature remained above 1000° R (556' K) throughout the transient indicating that 
the core-exit-wall temperature was at least that temperature. The topping pump stalled 
slightly at 9 seconds indicating that this segment of the startup was near optimum as re-  
gards pump stall and core-wall temperatures. 
Continuation of bootstrap to control takeover point. - During this segment, the log- 
power reference was ramped from log 2 percent to log 12 percent in 15 seconds and the 
TTBV was ramped closed at 4.25 percent per second. Both rates  continued until the 
chamber temperature and pressure controls became active at  the CTO point. This por- 
tion of the transient is shown in figure 25(b). 
was in light stall at the end of the last segment and the beginning of this run, came out of 
stall at 10.3 seconds and was not encountered by either pump for the remainder of the 
startup. 
12 percent. The chamber pressure reached 112. 5 psia (77.6 N/cm abs) at 25.2 seconds. 
At this point, the chamber pressure control was activated. Chamber temperature 
reached it CTO value of 1750' R (972' K) at 28.2 seconds at which time the reactor power 
control became inactive and the chamber temperature, poison augmentation, and water 
temperature controls became active. 
Thrust buildup from control takeover to design point. - The chamber pressure refer-  
ence signal was ramped from 112. 5 to 600 psia (77.6 to 413.7 N/cm abs) and the cham- 
ber temperature reference ramped from 1750' to  4460' R (972' to 2478' K) in 15 seconds. 
The results of this portion a r e  shown in figure 25(c). 
The chamber pressure followed its reference closely producing e r r o r s  of 15 psia 
(10.3 N/cm abs) or less for  the most part. The chamber temperature lagged its refer-  
Power level followed its reference close during the run. The topping pump, which 
The primary controls became active shortly after the power reference reached 
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Figure 25. - Digital-model evaluation of reference-design control system over typical operational cycle. 
ence by 700' R (389' K) at the start and thus triggered the poison augmentation control. 
The chamber temperatures responded rapidly and reduced the e r ror  t o  about 250' R 
(139' K). At the end of the transient, a 100' R (56' K) overshoot occurred. 
Although not shown in the figure, the HXSV went fully closed and produced momentary 
icing in the heat exchanger. The full closed HXSV signal activated the water temperature 
control loop which, in turn, initiated water temperature centering. The water tempera- 
tu re  centered, and the control was deactivated. 
Chamber pressure transient at maximum chamber temperature. - The chamber pres- 
su re  reference was ramped from 100 to  50 percent in 15 seconds, held constant for 
5 seconds, and then ramped back to 100 percent in 15 seconds. The chamber temperature 
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(d) Chamber pressure ( th rus t )  t ransient at maximum chamber temperature. 
Figure 25. - Continued. 
reference was held fixed at 100 percent design. The transient simulated a thrust varia- 
tion at maximum specific impulse. The results are shown in figure 25(d). 
reference value and triggered the poison augmentation control which, in turn, produced 
chamber temperature oscillations. Neither pump stalled, and no system limits were ex- 
ceeded. During the first part of the thrust increase, the poison augmentation control was 
also activated. At the end of the reference ramp, chamber temperature overshot its ref- 
erence by less than 100' R (56' K). No system limits were exceeded. 
temperature reference signals were ramped down to their CTO values in 30 seconds. Re- 
sults for this segment are shown in figure 25(e). 
Chamber temperature lagged its reference in excess of 100' R (56' K) so that the poison 
augmentation control was activated. N e a r  the end of the reference ramp, the aluminum 
pressure-tube-wall temperature exceeded its limit and the water temperature control W a s  
triggered to recenter water temperature. 
Scram from control takeover _______ point. - At the end of the chamber pressure and tem- 
perature shutdown ramps, a scram (emergency shutdown) signal was immediately initi- 
ated by stepping the chamber temperature reference to zero. This action ensured that 
maximum negative poison reactivity would be injected into the reactor. After 5 seconds, 
the chamber pressure reference was stepped to ze ro  to open the TTBV fully and thus re- 
During the decrease transient, chamber temperature tended to  increase above its 
Shutdown from design point to control takeover point. - The chamber pressure and 
A s  in the power increase transient, chamber pressure followed its reference closely. 
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(e) Shutdown from design point t o  CTO point. ( f )  Scram from CTO point. 
Figure 25. - Concluded. 
duce power to the topping turbine. Results for the scram segment are shown in fig- 
u r e  25(f). 
The  power level dropped to 2 . 3  percent after 15 seconds (t = 145 sec) from the initi- 
ation of the scram signal. Both pumps stalled briefly about 2. 5 seconds (t = 132. 5 sec) 
into the sc ram but recovered immediately. Additional information, not shown, indicated 
that the TTBV was wide open and the total hydrogen flow was about 20 pounds per second 
(9. 1 kg/sec). Also, the core wall reached low temperatures indicating that the TTTV 
and BTTV should have also been closed to  drop the flow faster and thereby maintain 
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higher core wall temperatures. After this segment, afterheat controls would need to  be 
activated; however, such controls were not a part of the overall study. 
I 
S PEClFlCATlON 
A specification w a s  written to cover performance requirements of all valves and 
sensing elements within the control system and programmer. Valve response require- 
ments, slew rate,  flow resistance, type of input signal, and fail-safe mode a r e  included 
in the specifications. Also included are sensor response requirements, accuracy, op- 
erating range, and the desired output signal form. For the most part, the control system 
valve and sensor requirements are within the present state of the art of development. 
Exceptions to this a r e  the log-power sensor and the chamber temperature sensor. A 
complete account of the control system specification is given in reference 5. 
APPLICATION OF CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
The control analysis, conceptual design, and evaluation of the control system was 
intentionally kept general so that the results would be amenable to  a wide range of control 
design techniques. To demonstrate this feature, an all-pneumatic, pure fluid control de- 
sign approach was taken. 
An incentive for the use of all-pneumatic, pure fluid components in a control system 
design stems primarily from the high reliability potential under the adverse environ- 
mental conditions of nuclear rockets. Fluidic controls a r e  most appealing when the 
severe environmental problems of temperature and radiation a r e  encountered. 
The control functions and logic elements which constitute the control system, as con- 
ceptually designed and described in this report, were implemented with fluidic compo- 
nents. The fluidic control system was then combined with the reference-design system 
and a functional sequence generated for a complete operational cycle. 
A detailed description of the fluidic control system and its function, fluidic compo- 
nents used in the implementation, and the functional sequencing used in the operational 
cycle are  given in reference 5 along with schematic diagrams of the complete system. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This study has shown that the tungsten water-moderated nuclear rocket system re- 
quires heat exchanger hydrogen bypass to prevent icing at low reactor power and hydro- 
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gen flow levels. Operation without this capability restricts steady-state operation to a 
narrow corridor which would undoubtedly require close system control. Although bypass 
eliminates icing, it aggravates the critical pressure tube overtemperature problem. 
These two opposing characteristics indicate that the heat exchanger effectiveness should 
be optimized with respect to water flow and length to provide suitable margins from icing 
and pressure tube overtemperature. Preheating the water prevents icing during chilldown 
but aggravates pump stall. 
The preliminary reference design (and those which use the split-feed cycle) is char- 
acterized by a high degree of control flexibility. The results of steady-state mapping 
studies show that this flexibility is not required to maintain high system operation flexi- 
bility. Because of this, it is possible to simplify the control system by eliminating bleed 
subsystem valve controls and thus minimize loop interaction and avoid complex control 
networks. Only hydrogen flow and reactor power control is needed to control the system. 
Based on the comparative system analysis, the topping cycle configuration is sup?- 
r ior  to  the other configurations with respect to system and control flexibility, simplicity, 
and performance. Although this cycle is simple and efficient at the particular chamber 
pressure and reactor power levels used in this study, it has poor uprating potential. Be- 
cause of the superior uprating potential of the split-feed cycle, the heat exchanger config- 
uration was selected for further study. 
An important characteristic of the heat exchanger bypass feature discovered in this 
study is that it is an effective means of reactor power control. Thus, the choice between 
this feature and poison reactivity control creates a conflict in the basic control philoso- 
phy: whether chamber temperature control should be based on the high response and dis- 
continuous character of the poison system, o r  the slower response but accurate continu- 
ous character of the water temperature control. 
exchanger flow-splitter valve to provide continuous control of chamber temperature with 
poison augmentation to improve response. The poison system controls water tempera- 
ture  which can safely vary within a deadband. The operation of this control system was 
demonstrated satisfactorily over a typical operating cycle. Also, it was shown that 
poison augmentation does improve control response. 
of poison to control chamber temperature through a pulse width modulation feature. The 
pulse width modulation compensates for discontinuity by providing quasi-continuous con- 
trol .  The application of discontinuous control theory is yet required to determine the ef- 
fectiveness of this promising technique. 
splitter valve is used to control water temperature whose response requirement is less 
important. The final choice of a control system would depend on the specific require- 
ments of a mission. 
The conflict is resolved in this study by selecting the continuous features of the heat- 
On the other hand, the alternate control system uses the high response characteristic 
The iower response heai-exchaliger flow- 
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Overall, this study has shown the value of simulation in system and control analysis. 
In the course of performing the study, an  analytical technique o r  process was developed 
which could be applied to other systems. The parallel analog-digital simulation technique 
was particularly effective. The speed and simplicity of analog simulation delineated 
problem areas  and produced gross results; the accuracy and broad range capability of 
digital simulation provided detailed information in specific areas and enabled wide range 
evaluation of system performance. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, August 24, 1967, 
122-29-01-09-22. 
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS 
2 2  area, in. ; m 
bulk modulus, lb force/in. 2 ; 
N/cm2 
bleed-turbine bypass valve 
bleed-turbine splitter valve 
bleed-turbine throttle valve 
concentration of ith group of 
delayed neutrons 
sure,  Btu/(lb) eR) ;  
specific heat at constant pres- 
J/k) (OK> 
ume, Btu/(lb) em J/k) e K )  
specific heat at constant vol- 
diameter, in.; m 
specific kinetic energy, in. ; m 
friction factor 
head, ft; m 
heat- exchanger bypass valve 
heat-exchanger flow-splitter 
valve 
heat- transfer coefficient, 
Btu/(in. 2 ) (sec)('R); 
J/(m2) (set) ea 
Joule's equivalent, 
778.2 ft-lb force/Btu; 
in. -m/J 
thermal conductivity, 
Btu/(in. ) e R )  (sec); 
J/(m) eK>(sec) 
torque, ft-lb force; N-m 
length, in.; m 
MPV 
N 
NHXBV 
n 
P 
Pr 
Q 
q 
R 
Re 
T 
TTBV 
TTTV 
V 
V 
W 
WTBV 
WTTV 
X 
Z 
P 
Pi 
Y 
'i 
main propellant shutoff valve 
rotational speed, rpm 
nozzle-heat-exchanger bypass 
valve 
relative neutron level 
pressure,  psi; N/cm 2 
Prandtl number, c p/k 
P 
volumetric flow, ft 3 /sec; 
m 3 /sec 
heat rate, Btu/sec; J/sec 
gas constant, f tPR;  J/OK 
Reynolds number 
temperature, 0 R; OK 
topping-turbine bypass valve 
topping-turbine throttle valve 
3 volume, ft3; m 
velocity, ft/sec; m/sec 
mass, lb; kgmass  
water- turbine bypass valve 
water-turbine throttle valve 
fluid quality, percent 
compressibility factor 
total delayed neutrons 
fraction of ith group of delayed 
neutrons 
ratio of specific heats, c /cv 
decay constant of i th group of 
P 
delayed neutrons, sec- 
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P 
P 
PT 
q m  
0 
absolute viscosity , g gas 
i inlet 
L liquid 
P pump 
t turbine 
w wall 
Superscripts: 
lb mass/(ft) (sec); 
kg mass/(m) (sec) 
density, lb mass/ft3; kg mass/m 3 
total reactivity, $ 
Martinelli factor 
mass flow rate, lb mass/sec; 
kg mass/sec 
Subscripts : 
b bulk 
e exit, equivalent 
C convected 
g generated 
w wall 
aa 
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